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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, October 8, 1979
Ledger-8c Times
lit Our 100th lr ear I:), r lou N.,
STOLEN CAR FOUND — This charred body is all that remains of a 1980 Pontiac Trans 
Am stolen Sept. 25 from the
Purdom Oldsmobile-Pontiac-Cadillac lot. According to Kentucky State Police reports, the car 
was completely strip-
pest and burned. It was found Sunday in a wooded area off Kentucky 963 in 
southeast Marshall County by youths
riding minibikes, the reports said. Owner Wells Purdom said the car was valued at $9,880.
For MSU Student Center Furnishings
Committee Attempts To
Clear Up Fund Confusion
The Interim Appropriations and
Revenue Committee of the Kentucky
General Assembly is attempting to
clear up confusion between Murray
State University officials and the
Department of Finance over funds for
furnishing the new student center at
MSU.
The committee discussed the funding
Friday during a meeting attended by
university president Dr. Constantine
Curris. The matter was brought to the
committee at the request of Sen. Helen
Garrett, r)-Paducah.
Finance department officials have
contended the $500,000 appropriation
for purchasing furniture and equipment
for the building was withdrawn by the
legislature at a special session earlier
this year. Those officials have said
action of the legislature recommended
the furniture be purchased by issuing
revenue bonds which would be paid by
the university.
Curris has maintained, however, that
the legislature has not changed its $8.2
million appropriation for the student
center which was authorized during the
regular 1978 session. The original
allocation included the $500,000 for
furnishings,..
, Rep. Buddy Adams, D-Bowling
Green, a member of the appropriations
and revenue committee, said in a
telephone interview with a Paducah
reporter Saturday that it is possible
that the funding was withdrawn 'without
its members knowing about it.
Adams said he is taking finance of-
ficials "at their word" that a proposal
to remove $77 million in capital con-
struction projects from general funding
included the $500,000 for Murray's
student center. He said, however, that
Kentuckians' Election Attitude 'Ho-Hum'
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) — A survey
of member daily newspaper editors-and
publishers by The Associated Press in-
dicates that Kentuckians are taking a
rather ho-hum attitude toward this
year's gubernatorial election.
The campaign has just not
generated that much interest," said
Wickliffe R. Powell, assistant manag-
ing editor of the Ashland Daily Indepen-
dent. "You just don't find people ex-
cited about It like past races."
...It appears on the surface to be very,
very slow," said Ewell Balltrip, editor
of the Harlan Daily Enterprise. "There
is not much talk about it."
wouldn't call it a heated race,"
said Bill Robinson, editor of the Rich-
mond Register.
• -
TOURNEY WINNERS — The Calloway County High School Speech Team took first place in the Paducah Tilghman
'Big Wind' Invitational Tournament Members of the team include (from left, kneeling) Terry Bourland and Phil Or.
Second row, Danny Lamb, Christie Hale, Sandy Jeffery, Dale Finney, Jenise Boyd, Marcia Cunningham, Meleah
Paschall and Larry England, coach. Third row, Keith Ford, Earl Brown, Julie Garjus, Karen McKinney, Debbie Hooks,
Kim Weatherford, Mike Jackson and Trisha Clark. Photo By Gene Dowdy
"Things are pretty quiet right now,''
said Ray Gaines, publisher of Bowl-
ing Green Daily News. "You don't hear
iliatinuch talk. There seems to be.more_
interest in the local races than in the
governor's race."
"It is pretty quiet as far as the elec-
tion goes," said Gene McCutcheon,
editor of the Murray Ledger and Times,
while Mike Herndon, city editor of the
Hopkinsville New Era, said, "There is
less interest than you think there would
Dottie Bean, state editor of the Lex-
ington Herald, said she thought the lack
of enthusiasm stemmed from people's
perception that Democrat John Y.
Brown Jr. has a large lead.
"A lot of people perceive tarn being
far ahead due to the large Democratic
registration," Ms. Bean said. "There is
not that much difference in the
philosophies of the two candidates, both
are perceived as pro-business. In this
case the Democratic over ,Republican
may be a factor."
Al Dix, publisher of the Frankfort
State-Journal, also attributed the low
interest to the unknown factor of
Brown.
"In many respects, I think this is
causing a lack of interest," Dix said.
"People don't know what to expect
from him."
Bantrip said the apparent low in-
terest also stems from Brown's new
campaign tactics against Republican
Louie Nunn.
"Brown is simply not working with
the established Democratic powers-
that-be anywhere,", Balltrip said. "I
know he is not here. I think that may be
today's index 
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Mostly cloudy tight with a
continued chance 'of showers.
Lows upper 40s to lower 50s.
Variable cloudiness breezy and
cooler Tuesday with scattered
mainly morning showers. Highs
in the mid 80s to near 70.
Reagan Campaigning
On Behalf Of Nunn
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Former California Gov. Ronald Reagan
took his campaign on behalf of Louie
Nunn to western Kentucky today, and
he had a few suggestions for solving
some of the nation's problems.
Reagan told some 800 persons at the
Hopkinsville Contention Center that,
after he had served two terms as
California's governor, the voters
elected a "man named Brown."
"Don't let that happen again," he
advised the crowd, referring to Nunn's
Democratic gubernatorial opponent,
John Y. 'Brown Jr.
Speaking on national issues, Reagan
said inflation was not the fault of the
American people. Rib means of fighting
ft, he said, is "an across-the-board tax
cut for business and industry to make it
more productive."
Reagan also advocated less govern-
./
ment involvement in the field of energy
"Get the government out of energy
and turn it loose in the marketplace,"
he said, "and it will find the sources of
energy."
Reagan was the second big political
gun used by Nunn. John Connally sP•
paired more than a week ago and
former president Gerald Ford is due in
Kentucky soon. Reagan, Connelly and
Ford are potential GOP candidates foe
president next year.
Reagan and Nunn addressed more .
than 400 persons at a formal dinner
Sunday night held under a blue and
white tent on a farm about 15 miles east
of Louisville.
Reagan poked fun at the Carte
administration, and in a serious vein
said that the way to balance the budge
"Is to lower taxes across the board and
restore the nation's productivity."
• toning the election down somewhat."
Most of the editor's and publishers
said they felt Brown was ahead of Nunn
at this stage, but many-qualified their_
responses.
"I don't think editors know much
more than anybody else," said Paul
Janensch, executive editor of The
CourierJournal and -Louisville Times.
"I don't pretend to have any exper-
tise."
Janensch said he had to base his feel-
ings largely on the fact of the heavy
, Democratic edge on registered voters.
"I don't see any Nunn strength at all
around here," said Dix. "A lot of people
around here say Nunn Was a good
governor, but I find damn few who say
they are going to vote for him. But then,
I thought Terry McBrayer was going to
win the primary.."
McBrayer, despite the backing of the
Carroll administration, finished third in
the Democratic gubernatorial primary
behind Brown and Harvey Sloane.
"I would like to put a qualifier —
don't hold me to it," said Balltrip, who
admitted that like Dix, "I was surpris-
ed by the primary."
And Balltrip advised against ruling
out a final rush by Nunn. "I, for one, am
skeptical about the old poltical system
being dead. glouie Nuns is one hell of a
Campaigner and one hell of a politician.
I am realty skeptical that some of
BrOwn's campaign techniques will be
successful in the mountains."
John Hager, editor and publisher of
the Owensboro Messenger Inquirer,
said the lack of interest makes calling
the race tricky.
"I think people are going to defer
making up their mind longer," Hager
See ELECTION,
Pate 14, Column 6
ftnance officials have been asked to
document the change as related to
MSU.
The committee instructed finance
officials to review appropriations and
attempt to find the $500,000 for the
center. The committee asked for a
report from the finance department
when it is scheduled to meet again on
Oct. 30.
MSU officials did not know until April
the $503,000 had been withdrawn. Curris
was informed of the change in a letter
from finance officials.
Curris said some committee mem-
bers, including Chairman Joe Clarke,
D-Danville, apparently agree with him
that the legislature did not take the
$500,000 out of the MSU construction
budget.
The MSU president said it is im-
portant that the controversy over the
funding be resolved as soon as possible
because furniture needs to be ordered
in time for delivery before the center's




The Calloway County Fiscal Court
will hold its regular monthly meeting at
1 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 11, in the
chambers of county judge-executive
Robert 0. Miller.
Fiscal court meetings are open to the
public.
Murray High Band Wins
2nd At Lexington Contest
The Murray High School Tiger Band
won second place at Lexington
Saturday night at the Fayette County
Lion's Club annual marching band
contest. The competition included 22
bands.
Lexington Lafayette won the contest
with total points of 94.8. Murray High
scored 90.9, followed by Meade County
Calloway Speech Team
Wins Paducah Invitational
The Calloway Cpunty High School
Speech Team took top honors in the
Paducah Tilghman "Big Wind"
Invitational Tournament.
The Lakers totalled 23 points for the
competition. St. Xavier came in second
with 10 points and Murray High School
and Grissom High School tied for third
with 9 points. Twelve schools from
three states participated in the tourney
In girls extemporaneous speaking,
Meleah Paschall, CCHS took first while
teammates Jenis Boyd and Julie
Gargus captured second and third,
respectively.
Other Lakers receiving, honors in-
- cluded Sandy Jeffery, first in humorous
interpretation; Marcia Cunningham,
second in original oratory; and Danny
Lamb, third in boys extemporarous
speaking.
Debbie Hooks and Trisha Clark,
dramatic interpretation, and Kim
Weatherford, original oratory, made it
to the final round of competition.
The Lakers and Murray High will be
in action this weekend as the Tigers
host the Nathan B. Stubblefield
Tournament.
with 88.1 points.
The Murray High color guard also
placed second in the competition with a
total of 96 points, followed by Meade
County with 95 points. The Lexington
Lafayette color guard totaled 98 points.
The Lexington contest is considered
by the Murray band directors to be one
of the three important events of the
year. The other contests are the
Festival of Champions, which will be
held in Murray next Saturday and the
Contest of Champions in Murfreesboro
scheduled Oct. 20.
Buddy Light, MRS band director,
said, "We were particularly pleased to
have been invited to participate in this
contest because the benefits for each
band and for individual students are so
great."
All proceeds from the contest help
pay for a scholarship in music for an
outstanding senior bandsman. Each
participating band nominates a..can-
didate for the award. Also the band
which donated the rrk2st used
eyeglasses or hearing aids receives
$100. Light reported that Murray High
was leading in this effort when the bond
left Lexington Saturday.
SECONP AT LEXINGTON CONTEST — The Murray High School Tiger Band took second place in competition with
n bands at the Fayette County Lion's Club annual marching band contest Saturday night. Lexington Lafayette won
the contest, and Meade Coufity was third. The MHS color guard also placed second. The band is shown following
their return home with the trophies they earned. Photo I Kaye Peebles




The Murray Christian Women's Club luncheon will be held
Tuesday, Oct. 9, at 12 noon at the Holiday Inn with the pro-
gram to be by personnel from Thurman's Furniture Store
who will give ideas for the home for fall. _
Kay Bates, Murray, will present special Music. Mrs. John
Aldridge of Clarksville, Tenn., will be the guest speaker.
A nursery will be provided for preschool children at the
Memorial Baptist Church at a cost of $1 per family.
Reservations and cancellations are required for luncheon
and nursery and maybe obtained by calling Mrs. Lois Green
at 759-4635 or Mrs. Jane Lamb at 489-2706 by today, Monday,
Oct. 8. The cost of the luncheon is $4.
All women in the area are invited to attend, a spokesman
said.
1
1turray High PTO Coffee
The Murray High School Parent Teacher Organization will
"sponsor an informal coffee on Tuesday, Oct. 9, at 10 a.m. in
the conference room at the high school.
All parents and interested persons are urged to attend, and
a special invitation is extended to parents of freshmen and all
new students at the school, a spokesman said.
Dr. Houston Sigma Speaker
The Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight Monday at 7:30
p.m. at the club house, ac-
cording to the department
chairman, Sue Spann.
DCITal Houston, M. D., will
be the guest speaker. His
subject will be "New Surgical
Techniques."
Hostesses will be Charlotte


























Events Listed For Commurlity Calendar
Monday ,,Oct.- 8
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 6 p.m. at the parking lot of
the First MAO Methodist
Church to leave by van for
dinner at the Kenlake Hotel.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
. meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with Dr. Hal Houston as
speaker.
Reservations for ladieS day
luncheon for Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club should




invited to meet from 7 to 8
p.m. at First Christian Church
Educational Building. Per-
sons do not have to be able to
read music.
Fall, Release '79, show
sponsored by Elizabeth Hall,
Murray State University,
featuring fashions by Shoe
Bizz, Cherry Branch, Dor-Mae
Fashions, Showcase, and Tux
Shop, and hair designs by Hair
House, will be at 7 p.m. at
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts -Building. This is free to
the public.
Carter PTA Open House
The Carter Elementary School Parent Teacher Association
will have open house at the school on Tuesday, Oct. 9, at 7
p.m., according to Frances Galloway, president.
All parents and interested persons are urged to attend.
Other PTA officers are Diana Lyons„ vice president, Jan
Rayburn, secretary, and Georgianna Moffitt, treasurer.
Monday, Oct. 8
Murray Lodge No 105 F
A. M. will have a call meetuig
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall
Life and i.earning Classes at
Murray State University sJl
begin as follows: Tracing tie
Family Tree at 6 p.m. in Rovat
2. Pi2gue Library;
Solar Energy and The Home
at 7 p.m. in Room 172, Black-
burn Science Building; Middle
Eastern Dancing at 7:30 p.111.
in Ladies Exercise Room of
Carr HeAlth Building.
Olga Hampton Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. -O
the church,—
Murray-Calloway Coin-.
munity Theatre Board of
Directors will meet at/ pin.




 Frara.es Drake 
- --FOR—TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9,1979 
What kind of day will CANCER
0 0tomorrow be? To find out what (June 21 to July 22)
the stars say, read the •A family member may
forecast given for your birth resent your need for privacy.
Sign. Still you need time alone to
improve income potential.
ARIES Show consideration, though.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) LEO
Creative activities and (July 23 to Aug. 221 tatig!
sports are favored. Close You'll accomplish more
allies may not be on your through action than words. Set
wavelength, though talks with the example for others.
children are stimulating. Friends may not share your
TAURUS views. Don't force issues.
( Apr. 20 to May 20) (•-' VIRGO
Though some dissatisfaction ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
indicated with your income Not a time to ask for a raise.
from the job, the time is ripe You'll accomplish more
nirL
for property deals and careerwise through taking a
domestic decisions, back seat. Work in private for
GEMINI nti, success.
(May 21 to June 20) LIBRA
Some tension in matters of (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
A.. 
the heart. Your best course of Save your best thoughts "for
action is to state your views impersonal matters, like club
clearly. Local visits prove meetings. On other matters,




OCT. 8-13 *6 BIG DAYS*
20% STOZNIDE
‘\ .17








( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) M/AS
Take direct action re career
and financial matters. Avoid
the temptation to be subtle or
to beat around the bush. Don't
arouse suspicion.
SAGITTARIUS
3ef(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Togetherness is not favored
now in a party atmosphere.
You'd do better attending a
movie or cultural activity
together.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
You're anxious to get ahead,
but may feel superiors are
indifferent to your efforts. Pay




meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4875-ore."59-
1792.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Bazaar workshop will be
held at the First Presbyterian
Church at 7 p.m.
Racer Club will meet at 6
p.m.at Sirloin Stockade. —
Murray-Calloway _ County
Hospital Medical-Health
Careers Explorer Post sill
meet at 7 p.m. in the private
dining room of the hospital
cafeteria. All students, 15121
years of age, are invited.
First District Farm Bureau
/?ing, Queen, and Talent
Cotne'st will begin at 7 p.m in
the Student Cent,T
Auditorium, Murray State
University. No admission all
be charged and the publn is
invited.
Tuesday, Oct. 9
Men's Prayer Breakfast will
be at 7 a.m., and Mothers' Day
Out will be at 9 a.m. and 12:30
p.m., all at First United
Methodist Church.
Sehior Citizens' Groups are
scheduled as follows: Dexter
at Dexter Center at 10 a.m.;
Murray at Ellis Center from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Nutrition
program with program by
Public Library at 11:30 a.m. at
Douglas Center; Hazel at
Hazel Community center at 10
a.111,
Homemakers Clubs will
.as (0119WS; Pa,ris Road
with Della Taylor at 1 p.m.,
New Providence with Bonicha
Williams at 1 p.m., Coun-
tryside with Carolyn Enoch at
10 a.m., and Coldwater with
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell.
Murray High School PTO
s have an informal coffee at
.10 a.m. at the Murray High
School.
Divorce Support Gr
sponsored by Counseling 'did
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at 7 p :n.
at Ordway Hall. For n-
f ormation phone 762-6851
Tuesday, Oct. 9
Hazel Senior Citize's
Activities will begin at 10 a ri.
at ' the Hazel Cernnimty
Center with lunch suved at
11:45 a.m.
Ruth Warren Group,
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women, will meet at 7 p.m.
with Edwina Bucy.
Calloway County Y.F F.ttes
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Murray Vocatilinal School
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Starpersonally, 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Groups of Christian
Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church will meet as
' follows: I with Mrs. A. H.
TitswOrth at 10 a.m. with
program by Mrs. Harlan
Hodges; IV with Mrs. Dave
Eldredge at 7:30 p.m. with
program by Mrs. Helen
Campbell.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women sill
meet as follows: Alice Waters'
with Mrs. Vera" Gillahan,
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. H. G.
Dunn, and Maryleona Frost at
The church, all at 9:30 a.m.,
and-Faith Doran at the church
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) at 2 p.m.
Don't rush things about
partnership matters. A close Clayborne Jones Sunday
one's lukewarm responses School Class of First Baptist
may not match your en- Church will have a supper at
thusiasm. Don't feel slighted. Fellowship Hall at 6:3 p.n:
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Others may not be anxious
to invest in a pet work project.









Murray Band Boosters Club
will meet at the band roan at
Murray High School at 7 p.m.
Murray Christian Women's
Club luncheon will be held at
12 noon at the Holiday Inn. For
reservations call Lois Green
at 759-4635 or Jane Lamb at
489-2706 by Oct. 8. The cost of
the luncheon is $4.00.
Carter School Parent-
Teacher Association will meet
at 7 p.m. with an open house of
the school rooms planned.
Golden Age Club will meet
at 11 a.m. for a 'potluck lun-
cheon 4,1 the First United
Methodist Church. 
Murray Branch of AAUW
will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the




meet as follows: Pacers with
Gail Barest at 9:30- a.m.;
Pottertown at Colonial House
and South Pleasant Grove at
Ellis Center, both at 10 a.m.;
New Concord with Effie
Edwards and Harris Grove
with Mrs. Albert Gardner,
both at 1 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
Community Center with lunch
at 11:45 a.m., library program
at 12:30 p.m., and craft club at
1 p.m.
Administrative Board
Dinner meeting of First
United Methodist Church will
be at
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 2 p.m. at the church..
Murray Art Guild will have
a workshop featuring Lyn
Crysler from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at
the guild, 103 North Sixth
Street. .
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Triangle Inn.
Wednesday, Oct. le
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Ruth Wilson
with Mrs. John Irvan. Wesley
with Marjorie Crass, and
Hannah with Mrs. Dick
Butwell, all at 7:30 p.m.
Ladies Day I n will
served at nooner 
be
Charlotte •
Parker as chairman of the
hostesses. Bridge will be at
9:30 a.m. with Enid Sanders
and Imogene Hughes as
hostesses.
Life and Learning Class on
American Collectibles and
Antiques will start 6 p.m. in
Room 113, Wells Hall, Murray
State University.
- HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Gela Edwards of




Mike Kurz of Murra is a
member of the 1979 fall pledge
class of Sigma Phi Epsilon,




was Kate Gardner of Hardin.
THE ACES®,RA G CORN. JR
Barkley Area Council of game.
South wasn't International Reading




0-Call Restaurant, Cadiz, at 7
Pm-
Murray Art Guild will have
a workshop featuring Lyn
Crysler from Ito 4 p.m. at the
guild, 103 North Sixth Street.
Murray TOPS Chili is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Health Center. •
-Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 .p.m. at Colonial
House Smorgasbord. -
Life and Learning ClasseS" at
Murray State University will
start as follows: Hatha yoga
at „,Room 2264 Stewart
Stadium, West Kentucky
Birds at Room 507, Faculty
Hall, Strengthening Parental
Capabilities at Room 419,
Wells Hall, and "Reading For
Speed" at Learning Center,
Lowry Annex, all at 7 p.m.
Musicale of. vocal and in-
strumental solos, sponsored
by Sigma.Alpha Iota, will be at
8:15 p.m. at Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.
Faculty piano recital by Dr.
James McKeever will be at
8:15 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity.,
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU will meet for
singing practice at 12:30 p.m.
and regular meeting at 1:30
p.m. at the church. All women
are urged to attend.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Nene
Hendon at 9 a.m.; II with Mrs
Will Rose at 10 a.m.; III witt











206 S. 4th se, Murray, 2534055 /
"I never think of the
future. It comes soon





too soap in his play of
today's tempting game.
Had he taken time out to
think about his entries, he
could have scored an easy
suit at the two level, so he
co lip ihilrAtt and bid-one-
no trump. North raised to
game, abandoning the
spade suit,. since he knew
that South would not have
by-passed a four card ma-
jor in, favor of bidding one
no trump.
Durnmyls heart 10 was
covered by East's king and
declarer snatched his ace
with no thoughts of tomor-
rows. Then he turned his
attention to the vital club
suit.
He cashed dummy's club
ace and led a low one back
to his ownclub jack. West
won his queen and led
another heart, locking the
lead in dummy and isolat-
ing declarer's clubs.
There were no more op-
portunities and declarer
went down two. To make
the hand, declarer must
count his possible winners
before . he plays to trick
one. If he does, he will find
that he needs the club suit
to win enough tricks to
.make the game.
So, instead of winning
the first trick with his
heart ace, declarer allows
East's king to win. A heart
return is won in dummy




still has his heart ace and
he trades down one or two
for an easy overtrick.
An everyday player does
not have to be an Einstein
NORTH 16-8-A
• A K 7 4
• Q J 10
f A 10 9 5
46 A3
WE-ST - EAST
• J 9 8 • Q 10 5 3
✓ 9 6 4 3 2 • K
• K J • Q 8 6 4 3
• Q 7 6 • 5 2
SOUTH
• 6 2




South. Dealer: North. The
bidding:
North East South West
1 • Pass 1 NT Pass
3 NT Pass Pass Pass
Opening lead: Trey of
hearts.
to make today's game.
With no thoughts of com-
plex theories ,to trouble
him, he can afford a
moment to reflect upon the
immediate future — at




• A K 7 4
✓ Q J 10





A good 19 points in support
of spades and the good
intermediates justify the
stretch. Note that the inter-
mediates make the hand a
shade too strong to open
one no trump...
Send bridge questions to The
Ares, P0. Box 12363, Dallas.
Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
stamped envelppe for reply
Copyright. 1579




The Willing Workers Cl,
of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church met Tuesday, Sept. 18,
at the home of Joanne Windsor
with the opening prayer led by
Kathryn Starks.
Patsy Neale, president,
presided. Several ideas were
discussed for the coming year
Linda Roach give the
devotion and Linda Cooper led
in prayer.
Ruth Warren presented the
prograin_eptitled 'Morn of
Plenty" based on Proverbs
28:19. She installed the new
officers by giving each officer
a different kind of fruit to be
klaced in the horn. Each fruit
symbolized the duties of the
officer.
• _Refreslunents were served
by Mrs. Windsor to eight
members present. Others
present, not previously
mentioned, • were Carolyn









In many areas, you trna
very few native-born • Epis-
copalians Often, they re
folks who shopped around
till they found a church that
satisfied some longing for
something missing in their
own religious experience -
'Maybe that's why the Epis-
copal Church along with ift
reputation for peculiartties.
has long been known as sort
of a •"thinking-man's re-
ligion H embraces so many
members who made up their
own minds then stopped
shopping 
Theyno claims to hay-
ing the only religion" or
even the right" one its just
the one that's right for them
. . .
Episcopalians. are a bit
different They have "for-
mer- services. They don't
chit-chat much at church
They kneel at times. They
read prayers from a book.
And they offer guidelines,
not straight-jackets, for
Christian living If you'd like
to- know the reasons why.
your Episcopal neighbor Of
minister would be flattered











Be Good To Your Hair




Sharon Kelso, Faye Hurt Owner & 9perators


































































































'LOAVES -SCHOOL 1Gf- ADIATSj
Senior Citizens
Ilemis Listed k or ti eek
. The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels have been
released for this week. Meals
are served Monday through
Friday at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center, at 11:45 a.m.
at the Hazel Community
Center, and on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at the Ellis
Community Center. Meals are
also sent out each day.
For reservations at
- Douglas, call the site -
manager, Wilma Wilson, at
753-8938. Other special events
this week at the Douglas
Center include the exercise
program on Monday,. and a
library program on Tuesday._
Menus are as follows:
Monday—baked ham,
mashed potatoes, beets,
carrot, apple, celery salad
with mayonnaise, corn bread,
butter, pineapple tidbits, milk,
coffee or tea.
Tuesday—chicken ali king,
rice, carrot coins, tossed salad
with thousand island dressing,
hot roll, butter, chocolate
pudding with peanut granules,
milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday—fried chicken,
fresh tomato wedges, mixed
vegetables, mashed glazed
sweet potatoes, hot roll,
butter7banana, milk, coffee or
tea.
Thursday—italian meat
balls with macaroni, par-
mesan cheese, and tomato
sauce, chopped broccoli
casserole, hot roll, butter,
apple, milk, coffee or tea.
Friday--turkey with
dressing, cranberry sauce,
buttered lima beans, hot roll, "
butter, purple plums, milk,
coffee or tea.
"Decot.Abbt




DEAR READERS: It's Fire Prevention Meek again, 
and I
have had so many requests to repeat my column on
 fire
prevention that it has become • tradition. So here it is,
 with
updated figures:
Last sear. 10,500 Americans perished and nearly 34,0
00
civilians, plus '100,0(1) firemen, were seriously injure
d in
more than 3.5 million fires'. In Canada. SI 1 deaths 
were
caused by 74,043 fires.
A large percentage of the dead were children, elderly 
per-
sons and invalids who had been left alone for just • 
few
minutes."




3. Heating and cooking equipment
4. Children playing with matches
5. Open flames and sparks
6. Flammable liquids
7. Suspected arson
h. Chimneys 'Ind flues
9. Lighting
10. Spontaneous ignition
The total fire loss last year was in excess of S6 bi
llion in
the United states and better than $570 million in Canada.
Now for some tips that could save your life:
Be sure your cigarette is out. Matches, too. Never leave
matches and lighters within reach of children.
Don't run cords under rugs or over radiators where they
may get damaged. Replace a cord if it is frayed.
Never leave small children or invalids alone in the house
Not even for • few minutes.
Have your wiring and electrical installations done by a
professional.
Store oily rugs and paints in a cool place in tightly sealed
metal containers.
Never use flammable liquids for dry-cleaning indoors.
Have a fire drill in y our home to be sure everyone knows
what to do in case of fire. Designate a specific meeting place
outside so you will all know who's outside of the house.
Remember: Fire extinguishers put out 97 percent of all
fires on which they were used, and most large fires start as
small fires. So, invest in a compact, easy -to-use fire ex-
tinguisher. Keep it handy in your kitchen, or be prudent and
buy one for your cottage, car, boat and the back bedroom.
Some excellent smoke and fire-detection systems are
available to homeowners. Shop around; buy the one that
suits your needs.
NOW, in case of fire:
If you suspect fire, alert the rest of the household. But
first feel the top of the door. If it's hot, don't open it. Escape
through the window.
If you can't open the window, break it with a chair. Cover
the rough edges with a blanket, sit on the window ledge
with one leg hanging outside and one inside, and wait for
help.
The phone number of your fire department should be
taped on veer,' telephone. If it isn't, don't fumble around try-
ing to find it. Get out and call from a neighbor's house.
If you live in an apartment building, use the stairway.
Don't take a chance on the elevator. If it fails, you're
trapped.
Once out, stay out. No treasure is worth risking your life.
It took less than three minutes to read this column. Was it
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HANCOCK FABRICS Has Earnestly Tried To Give You The Best
Value For Your Fabric Dollar. The Paducah Store Is Now The
"Sample Market Store" For All 432 Hancock Fabrics Nation-
wide. We Thank You Sincerely For All The Past Bilisiness And
Offer These Outstanding Fabric Buys.
ENTIRE STOCK . . . SO" SILKY





• Our Regular Stock
• Reg. $2.59 to $4.98 Yd.!




• Reg. '5.98 to 1.98 Yd.







• Machine Wash-No Iron
• Reg. '5.98 Yd.
• Full Range Of Fall Colors
Stainless Steel
FOLDING SCISSORS
• Ideal For Crafts
• Great Stocking Stuffer
• Reg. s3 to 5  Pr.
60" PLUSH 
VELOUR 
• Famous Quality Dan River
"Lucerene Velour"
• Reg. $15.00 Yd.
• Machine Wask-Tumble Dry
• Rich Fall Colors
• Ideal for Tops, Skirts, etc.
• 65% Cotton • 35% Polyester
SINGER a011)
BAND NEEDLES
• Size #11 and #14
• Sews Everything
• Reg. $1.20 Pkg.
Pkg.
(Limit 2 Pkgs. Per Customer)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9:30 A.M.-8:30
• Saturday 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
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National Newspaper Week is a good time
to remind ourselves of the guaranteed Con-
stitutional rights we enjoy as Americans
It is also a time for us to reflect upon
what our Forefathers had in mind when
they gave us the rights so explicitly spelled
out when they drew up the First Amend-
ment
We don't have to read it twice to know
that it means-Clearly it says that the peo-
ple of this country shall have the 'freedom
to follow their own religious pursuits. the
freedom to peacefully assemble and to
petition the government for redress of
grievances, the freedom to openly express
themselves — and the freedom and the
right to run a free press.
The First Amendment backs these
freedoms up by saying that the Congress
shall make no laWs_abridging them
That's pretty straight forward stuff. The
• framers of the Constitution were first-rate
writers when it came to drafting clear and
unequiv °Cal language. They understood
not only how tO write it but, more im-
portantly. they understood .the freedoms
they intended to. protect. Congress shall
make no law — abridging the freedom of
speed' —or of the press — or of the others
protected by. the First Amendment. And
even despite its freqUent and considerable
discomfort in countless ways with the
press, as a body and in person Congress
has made no law abridging the freedom of
the press. Not so the courts, howeVer. Ob-
viously. feeling no constraint by what the
Constitution says the CongresS shall not
do. the courts of this country are making
I. ws never intended by the Congress of the
-Unit States. er-by the-laws which- They
have passed.
Today the rights and the responsibilities
of the free press to serve the governed are
being shackled by those who do the govern-
ing Although press freedom lives here,
some recent decisions by the courts attest
to the fact that freedom.of the press lives
in peril.
Recent court decisions make it evident
that some judges seem to want not an-in-
dependent judiciary. but an imperial
judiciary — a judiciary that would bend.
and beat our citizens' press freedoms into
service not of the public but of the courts
and of the law enforcement agencies.
Let's look at some of these judiciary
decisions.
One case in. point is the chilling decision
- last year by the nation's highest court
which struck harder at our society's press
freedom than has any court decision in re-
cent years. In that five-to-tree decision
Letter To The Editor
involving the•Stantord Daily. the U $
Supreme. Court upheld the, authority ot
police to get a search warrant and, without
warning, to burst into a newsroom and
ransack the place - even though no one
there is suspected of a crime. In this "rule-
01-rummage" decision-, the court in effect
declared "open season" on reporters con-
fidential notes and tape recordings on
photographic negatives, on internal
memos and on everything else on -the
newspaper premises. Uncier this court rul- _
mg, not only the pres. but doctors.
lawyers and private citizens are threaten-
ed Fortunately. the Congress with the
leadership backing of the . American
Newspaper Publishers Association and
others is taking attion to remedy this .in-
credible court decision
Another stunning blow to press freedom
.:ame several months ago When a badly-
divided Supreme Court ruled that the
public trial guarantee ot the Sixth Amend-
ment to attend pretrial hearings. This is -
another ruling by the high court bf choking
off the press at the source.
Noting that some 90 percent of criminal
indictments are settled at pretrial heaings,
Allen H. Neuharth. head . of the Gannett
Company and chairman and president of
ANPA. said that "this secrecy ruling could
mean that the public would get only a ten
percent peek at how the judges handle the
public business.' Neuharth called the
decision "another chilling demonstration
that the majority if the Burger Court is
determined to unmalirthe Constjtution."
He said. 4ThiS decision is not simply a
matter of free press vs. fair trial. Rather.
it is the Supreme Court saying that the
judiciary is a private Supreme Club which
can shut the door and conduct 'public
business in private.'•
:Ind there are others.  
A 1972Supi Court decision-says that
a reporter has no right to withhold -in-
formation about his sources from a. grand
jury in a criminal .investigation. Another
decision earlier this year ruled that a
public figure who sues for libel to prove
malice has, a right to inquire, into a
reporter's state of mind at the time he
wrote the story:
Press freedom is in trouble in the courts.
The press of America always has
respected and championed the importance
Of an independent judiciary, and it still
does — but we now stand on the threshold
of an imperial judiciary whose decisions
threaten to erode our basic press
freedoms.
Yes, press freedom is in peril and in con-
stant need of defense by the people. by the
people's representatives in the Congress —
and by the press itself. The signs of the
times suggest the worst may' be yet to
come.
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered In these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, %est
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE : Is it true that the
railroads will soon offer reduced
railroad fares for the elderly? I had
heard this, but thought it might just be
another rumor. — By.
On Aug. 1, 1979 the Senate appro‘ed
legislation offered by Sen. Jim Sasser
requiring that Amtrak establish a
reduced fares program for elderly and
handicapped individuals and to requxe
the Transportation Department's
Federal Railroad - Administi stun to--
reimburse Amtrak for the difference
between the reduced fare and the
regular fare. Similar legislation offered
by Representatives Pepper and Luken
passed the House on July 25, 1979 .
HEARTLINE: Is there a nationwide
toll-free telephone number veterans
can call to get information from -.le
Veterans Administration? — LW
VA has no nationwide nuniber 'ut
there are VA regional offices si each
state and all have toll-free numbers.
Look in the telephone book white pages
under United States Government,
Veterans Administration.
HEARTLINE: I have read your
column in the Buffalo Evening News
consistently for several years and
found little reference to eye disorders. I
am 66 years old and thus have been on
Medicare for one year. Little data is
given on the eyes in government
Park Incident Related
Dear Editor,
I am writing to relate an ugly in-
cident that happened at the Murray
City Park on Sunday, Sept. 30, which
ruined a birthday-family reunion
dinner for the Gibbs family and their
descendants, some of whom had driven
several miles to be with their loved
ones. 
,
My niece and her daughter went to
the park at 9 a.m. to get a picnic shelter
for our family. We have done the same
thing every year and never had any
trouble before. She chose the shelter
next to the old courthouse, swept it,
cleaned up the papers, etc. and built a
fire to burn the refuse. My brother and
his wife arrived at about 10:30 to relieve
the niece to go home to finish preparing
her food. '
Shortly after 12 noon most of the
family members had arrived, after
some of them had gone to church, and
my family had driven from Madison-
ville for the occasion. By 1:00 we were
right in the middle of our bountiful
meal, when a young man walked up to
one of our tables and asked my nephew
if he was the person in charge. He
replied that he probably was as much
as any one, and the stranger then told
him we weirld have to move because the
Chemistry Department personnel of
Murray State University had that
shelter reserved. My nephew told him
that we wouldn't move as we had saved
this shelter since 9 a.m. and were right
in the middle of our meal. The young
fellow got very "smart" and said they
would just move us anyway, and when
he was told by the nephew and his
brother to "put his anger in his pocket",
he said they were going to call the
police and have us removed. He said
they had "reserved" that spot — but
there was no reserved sign anywhere
on that shelter. And I certainly did not
see any names of any of the Murray
State University Chemistry Depart-
ment on any of the picnic tables or
anywhere else. The police never c ,a „\gta
but we would not have minded at a 
z 
if
they had, as we had not done anything
for police decision.
There were plenty of unoccupied
tables a little farther down near the
theater stage, but the "Chemistry
department group" brought their food
close by where we were eating, and also
we got some hostile stares. Of course
the whole incident just about ruined our
meal. It upset us that instead of their
leaving and finding another shelter,
they were lingering around still ex-
pecting us to gulp down our food and
make a hasty retreat.
Our group was divided on opinion as
to what we should do, and I, for one,
was very disgusted that we should be
expected to leave, and Would not have
moved "one peg." My same nephew
talked to someone in the other group
who attends the same church that he
does, and then he suggested that it
would be "the Christian thing to do"
that we finish our meal, pack up our
food and vacate the picnic shelter.
Some of our-group agreed, and some of
us didn't, but we moved all of our food
baskets-and then took our lawn chairs
to the theater stage area for a little
visit. Some of our family left in disgust,
and some of us moved reluctantly,
feeling that we were in no way
obligated to do so. It was not-our fault
that there was no one there to
"reserve" the shelter, and there cer-
tainly was nothing td indicate any
reservation.
Since when has it become so"
sophisticated that a group can make a
reservation without any reserved signs
within 10 miles of the place?? If it was
the failure of the park board, park
superintendent, or personnel in charge
of taking reservations and placing
reserved signs authentically around a
particular area, it still was not our fault
that we occupied that shelter that was
in no way ;narked.
But that is not all. After we left the
shelter and the tables, "the Chemistry
group" did not even use the shelter that
we had been threatened about, except
for a few children who ate. there. They
used the picnic tables not very far from
where we had- Moved on the theater
ge. Then their srnall children began
playing around the old courthouse, very
close to us, and some of us wondered if
we were going to be approached to
leave there too! But, in a while, some of
the mothers called them away.
The same young fellow who made the
first big threat also told one of my
cousins later that he was "sorry they
made us move." My 'cousin told him,
"No, you didn't make us move we left
on our own decision."
I don't feel un-Christian in the way I
felt. I have always tried to respect the
rights of others in all of my ,.,ars
in dealing with the public, but in turn I
feel that others should also respect my
rights, and I do not appreciate it when
they don't. If this had happened to us,
we would have moved on to another
shelter, and left the occupants to enjoy
the day. The weather was a beautiful
day — I hope MSU's Chemistry




33 West Lake Street
Madisonville, KY 42431
(EDITOR'S NOTE: According to
Parks and Recreation Director Gary
Hohrnan, the Murray-Calloway County
Park system does have a reservation
policy for picnic shelters and pavilions..
Hohman said that the MSU Chemistry
Department had, in fact, reserved the
shelter in question and that park em-
ployees had cleaned the area and
placed a 'reserved' sign at the shelter
on Saturday before the Sunday in
question. Hohman said apparently
someone removed the sign prior to the
arrival of the Gibbs family represcm-
tative.
(Hohman said anyone wishinv to
reserve a shelter in the park ( ould
contact the park office at 753-7640
Bibl() Thought
Glory to"God in the highesttand on
earth peace, good will toward men." ._
Luke 2:14.
All through the ages the song of the,
angels has been true. Jesus the Christ
has brough peace to all those who have
placed their faith and trust in Him and
have followed His precepts.
SO.
14ac.)vsi
pamphlets and inasmuch as I am af--
flicted with glaucoma, I am extremely
interested in such.
Presently it is necessary that I follow
the schedule listed below:
1. Visit my opthalmologist every four
months.
2. Use a prescription solution eye
drop of 2 percent Pilocar in the left eye
every six hours.
3. Use a prescription solution eye
drop of 4 percent Pilocar in the right
eye every six hours.









By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 8, the 281st day
of 1979. There are 84 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1776, the Spanish
mission at San Francisco .was founded.
On this date:
In 1871, the Great Chicago Fire was
touched off in Mrs. O'Leary's barn.
In 1903, the United States and China
signed a commercial treaty.
In 1934, Bruno Hauptmann was in-
dicted for murder in the death of the
infant son of Charles Lindbergh.
In 1945, President Harry Truman
announced that the secret of the
production of the atomic bomb would be
shared only with Britain and Canada.
In 1970, the Soviet writer, Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, was awarded the Nobel
Prize for literature.
In 1773, there was all-out warfare in
the Middle East as Israel threw Syrian
and Egyptian armies back to the 1976
cease-fire lines in heavy fighting.
Ten years ago: Some 2,000 National
Guardsmen were deployed to Chicago
to control demonstrations during the
trial of the "Chicago Eight."
Five years ago: The Franklin
National Bank was declared insolvent
in the biggest bank failure in U.S.
banking history.
One year ago: The Israeli Cabinet
decided to send its entire seven-
member ministerial defense committee
to the renewed peace talks with Egypt
in Washington.
Today's birthdays: Black activist
Jessie Jackson is 37. Democratic Sen.
Spark M. Matsunaga of Hawaii is 63.
Thought for today: The lazier a man
is, the more he is going to do tomorrow
— a Norwegian proverb.
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4. Use a prescription solution eye
drop of Tin-moue in both eyes twice
each day.
5. Have a field vision test every six
months,
6. Also it is necessary at times to have
the lens in my eye glasses corrected.
Any information you can furnish as to
what Medicare covers will be ap-
pieciated. — G.G.
Your visits to the ophthalmologist
every four months for treatment of a
condition such as glaucoma 'would be
covered by Medicare. YOur field vision
tests would also, be covered. But, • un-
fortunately, the glasses, the fitting of
glasses and the prescriptions would not
be covered. ,
We are happy that you have read us
consistently and we will try to cover
this subject more frequently in the
future.
- Heartline has written a book to help
people understand what Medicare
covers and what they do not cover. , It
goes much more in depth than any
government pamphlet and is very easy
to understand. To order, send $1.75 to
Heartline's Guide to Medicare, 114 East





Ate rs to the editor are welcoMed
arid encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address arid phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will trot be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest. . . - -
Editors reserve the _right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, • The Murray Ledger &
'Eines, Box 32, Murray. Ky. 42071
Looking Back
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have been cited by a Murray State
University official as the major reason
for the first drop in the fall semester
enrollment at the university in seven
years. A total of 7,256 students are in
school at Murray State this fall, a drop
-of 78 from the record enrollment of 7Th
a year ago, according to Wilson Gantt,
registrar and director of admissions
Deaths reported include Archie *
Tripp, 75, and Miss Nellie Elizabeth
Cook, 65. 
HarryLee Waterfield, twice Lt.
Governor of Kentucky and a 193'1
Murray State graduate, has donated a
collection of papers and ,mementos
reflecting the 30 years of his public and
political career to the library of ha
alma
Mr. and Mrs.  Essie Puckett of Hardin
will celebrate their 50th wedding an
niversary on Oct. 10. A reception will be
held Oct 12 at the Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church.
Dr. Gilbert Mathis will speak on
"Consumer Education" at the Oct. 9th
meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club
20 1' ears Ago
The United Fund Board of Directors
has set a budget for the 1959-80 Fund
Drive at $20,350. New officers inchide
Harvey Ellis, Henry Holton, Mary
Pace, Gene Landoll, Leroy Eldridge,
and Rob Gingles.
Deaths reported include Rhonda Sue
Nance, infant girl, and Tolbert C. Carr,
79.
Murray City Judge Jake Dunn
inaugurated a city traffic court Oct. 6 at
the Murray City Hall. Ten cases were
heard in short order and fines were
levied.
Robert Huie of the Murray Lions Club
said the annual Light Bulb Sale will he
held Oct. 13.
Janice Philfips, vice president of the
College High Chaptlf of the Future
Homemakers of America, wps in
charge of the initiation program for
new members at the meeting held in the
home -economics department of the
school.
The Murray State College Women's
Society opened the year with a tea held
Oct. 4 at Woods Hall. • Mrs. Roland
Tilrnan and Miss -Robe' no Wnitnah
were in charged the tea.
30 Years Ago
Dan Shipley, president of the Murray
Training School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, won sixth place in
the Junior Jersey Exposition of the All-
American Jersey Show held at the Mid-
South Fair, Memphis, Tenn.
Verne Kyle of the Murray
Manufacturing Company, producers of
Tappan ranges, and a Murray
Rotarian, spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. He gave the'
progress of his company during the
past year.
Murray's newly formed "Model
Club" met Oct. 5 at the City Hall
Members are Bob Miller, H. F. Hick-
cock, Ronald Churchill, Jr., Al Kipp,
Rupert Parks, Jr., Porter Hutchens,
William Thomas Parker, Jerry
Latimer, Max Farris, and Mike
Rayburn.
Over 700 persons visited the annual
Flower and Hobby Show held Oct. 6 by
the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
.•++++-•++*-e44444444+++-.**++++.•+++++*•-•+***4.......,,,-
The Story dr- -201
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
copyright 1515
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But the effects of educating our young people found a common
ground of acceptance, fortunately. For example there were 70
rural schools in the county, prepmderantly one-room institutions.
Perhaps, this good fortune was the results of the earlier Male and
Female Institute. In addition, Calloway County introduced the
moonlight school which had for its objective the wiping out of
'illiteracy in the adult population. The first moonlight schools
opened at Temple Hill and Hazel during 1916. Others followed.
Incidentally, the school fair held at the new county court house
the first of the year was a modest success, embracing 57 contests
with awards furnished by business and professional peopre of Mur-
ray. Several smaller schools over the county experimented in the
school fairs with less than modest -successes.
Ti) underscore the gains being registered by education, Murray
High School graduated the largest class in its history in 1916. the
class was composed of Eva May Waterfield, Hope Howard Hart,
T. B. Beaman, Fannie Lucas, Gladie May Pogue, Gladys M. Thomas,
Airy Irene Luter, Mary Esther Richardson, Edward Palmer ..Hens-
lee, Christine Whitnell, James Bertram Brelsford, Robert Edward
Phillips, Juliet Roberta Coleman, Goldie May McKee), Numa Callus
Wear, Clara Desiree Beale, Mary Nell Baker, Doris Orrene Jennings.
Also setting a fast pace was the graduating exercises held at
Calloway County Normal two-year high school at Kirksey on April
1, 1916, which included Eunice Boyd, Daisy Brassfield, IC. Reed,
Max Hurt, Johnny McCallon, Barber Palmer, Mavis MeCuiston,
Maude Tucker and Lennie Marine.
The first instance of a partial federally financed institution
in Calloway County, closely related to the school—System, was an
effort made by Mrs. Helen B. Woolcott, state home demonstration
agent, to the fiscal court to underwrite one-half the cost to socure.a
home demonstration agent here. The 'federal government would
pay the other half. The cagey magistrates didn't look too kindly
on the project, but it was taken under advisement. The reluctance
may have been over the low cost of food, three cans of pink salmon
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On the occasigh of National Newspaper Week, I aIT1
pleased to greet the men and women who gather and
report the news.
Yours is indeed a noble and challenging profession.
You bear a great responsibility in a free society.
Our people depend on you to bring them the facts on
issues and problems that affect their lives and the
future of our nation. Their opinions are often
based as much on your interpretation of events, -
what you point out as important and relevant, as
on the events themselves. The pressure of dead-
lines is compounded by your desire to get all the
facts. I am sure the satisfaction you derive from
doing a good job and meeting those constant chal-
lenges is in proportion to the obstacles.
The vapiety of your concerns,- the breadth of your
knowledge, the quality of understanding that you '
bring to the task of finding mit what is happening
is important to our nation. Just as we in govern-
ment have a sworn duty to serve the people, you, have
a professional duty to uphold their right to know.
Our Founding Fathers considered that duty as basic
to our freedom as the structure of government. We
share a duty to serve and be accountable to the
people, just as we share a need to retain our hu-
mility and compassion in the face of heavy respon-
sibility and great power.
I commend you for your commitment toproud tra-
dition which has served our nation with honor and







The newspapers of our country
are most of the things their critics
say they are.
They're nosy, noisy, ag-
gressive, irreverent, occasionally
arrogant. In some instances they
embarrass people, distort the
truth, get facts wrong and — Lord
knows — misspell names. They 
fare a long way4 
is.
y'rom perfect.
just as our soci 
. .
But newspapers broaden our
lives. They pursue justice, expose
grafters and lawbreakers —
ranging all the way from Boss
Tweed to Watergate. They keep
watch over taxpayers' money.;
patrol the world in search of
news: give us •"instant history,"
telling it as if is. They inform,
entertain, stand guard. . . and
feed us millions of words every,
day with remarkable accuracy.
Daily and weekly papers can do
these things because they are
free. In countries without al, free
press the people needn't worry
about aggressive reporters or
-
high-handed editors; newspapers
simply dish out the party line. If
they stray, their publishers get
unscheduled, indefinite vacations.
A free press has all the flaw of
a free country. It has good guys •
and bad, diamonds and duds. But
you have to ask yourself, "If we
didn't have the First Amendment
and a free flow of information,
what would be the alternative?"
Control. Government control....
and ktill more control — until
there would be no room for factual
reporting, no tolerance for
unfavorable news, no noise or
dissent Just the deadening drug
of conformity — and submission
to Big Daddy Knows Best
Newspapers should be
responsible, truthful and worthy
of trust. The great majority of -
them are. But if-'a few don't
measure up, we can stand that --
for as long as they are free, we are
free.
Mr Dessauer is managing editor of the-
Tulsa Daily World, Tulsa, OK., and
National President of the Society of
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The First Amendment to the Constitution, in 1791, secured for all U.S
newspapers the right to publish without fear of governnient suppression or
control. The "Freedom of the Press" protects the people's right to know
and is subject only to limitations of libel, obscenity, national safety Or in-
tention to incite riot.'
"FREEDOM OF THE PRESS" is not a lightly-held responsibility
because it actually extenos to you and every citizen the "Right to Know."









The U. S. public exprews
, greater confidence now in
newspapers than in television, in
contrast to 1973, when the public
expressed about equal confidence
in the two media.
In the last survey 51 percent
said they have. a "great deal" or
"quite a lot" of confidence in
newspapers, while 38 percent
expressed a comparable degree of
confidence in television. Six years
ago 39 percent indicated a high
degree of confidence in
newspapers and 37 percent in
television.
, The latest survey showed a far
larger proportion of people with a
college background expressing a
high level of confidence in
newspapers (50 percent) than in
television (30 percent). Among'
young adults (18 to 29' years old),
57 percent indicated a high level
of confidence in newspapers, but
far fewer, 38 percent, gave
television a -comparable vote of
confidence.
. Newspapers and television
were among 10 key U. S.
institutions tested in the survey.
Organized religion topped the list
with 65 percent saying they have a
great deal or quite a_lot of
There has been relatively little
change in public confidence in
religion since 1973.
Next were banks and banking
with a comparable rating of 60
percent, followed by the military
(54 percent), public schools (53
percent) and newspapers (51
percent). Following newspapers
were the U. S. Supreme Court,
television, organized labor,
Congress and at the bottom was
big business with 32 percent.
.This is the question asked in the
latest survey and in three
previous surveys : -
"4 am going to read you a list of
institutions in American society.
Would you tell me how much
confidence you, yourself, have in
each one — a great deal, quite a
lot, some, or fry little?"
The results reported in April
were based on in-person
interviews with 1,509 adults, 18
and older, in more than' 300
scientifically selected localities




,The day is long'since gone when
community newspaper publishers
could ignore the importance of
publishing a well written and
edited newspaper for their
readers and advertisers. Today's
publisher is constantly striving to
improve his product in both
appearance and editorial content.
competition is keen in virtually
every community across the
nation for the reader's time and
the advertiser's dollar. In order
for a newspaper to survive and
grow, it must perform a vital
service for all of itconstituents.
Basically a community
newspaper's suc ess can be
measured by - the degree of its
reader's interest. If there is
confidence dem nstrated by
readers Oro(' h healthy
circulation' figure and if tta
newspaper mak a positivY
contribution to e education,'
economic and suer I welfare of its
community, it v. I then be a
respected voice nd hence an
effective vehicle to advertisers.
Polls have del nstrated time
and again In recen years the high .
degree of reade hip of most ---
com'munity tilt s
PearseSntiniusinigsdue in large part 
_
The Public Speaks Out
I, as a cit4en, have a "right
to know?" If -saying will make it
so," I certainly must. I've claim-
ed it often, myself, in conversa-
tion. Politicians and newspaper
editorials have assured me many
times I have this "right to know."
But do I really?
Well, the answer is .:-yes and
no" — the answer to so many
questions. Sure, I have a moral
right to know a host of things —
how the people we elect to govern
my city, my schools, my state and
country are carrying out their
responsibilities;, how the courts
are performing their function;
how our national security is. being
protected; how I will be treated
by government at all levels.
But how far does this go? Do I
have a right to know whether
Governor Jerry Brown intends to
marry Linda Ronstadt? Of course
not. Do I even have a right to
know whether my son intends to
marry his girlfriend? No, not a
legal right, and many would
argue not even a moral right.
That's his business.
Do I have a moral, or legal,
right to know what President
Carter is thinking of, doing next
about the etiergy crisis? Well, he
certainly Should tell us eventual-
ly, but at any ,giveri moment we
have no legal right to,his thoughts,
and miSst would concede no-moral
right either.
Do we have a right to know what
salary the local postmaster or
school superintendent receive?
Yes, that's an easy one. We have a
legal right to the public record on
which this information appears.
But do we have a right to know
how these officials use their
salaries? Clearl not
e act is that we have a legal
"right to know" relatively little,
and a moral right to know just a
bit more. Yet at the same time,
we have a need to knOw a great
deal. Dr better stated, we can
each do a better job as a citizen in
this democracy if we are inform-
ed of a vast number of facts,
many of which, when the chips
are down, we have no legally en-
forceable "right" we t an cite, to
"know."
Where, for example, would we
find in the law a "right" to know
that former President Nixon had
an "enemies list?" Ora "right" to
know that-a powerful congessman
was seriously incapacitated by
alcoholism? Or even a "right" to
know . that U. S. bombers were
pounding Cambodia during the
Viet Nam conflict?
A moral right to know these
things? Yes. A need to kruiw? Yes.
But no simple, legal button we
_could push. to .cal.l.. up.the informa-
tion. The truth is that if We had to
depend on our "right to know" —
either legal or moral — we'd be
pitifully uninformed.
What we do depend on is the
press, which has no more legal —
or moral — rights to know than we
do, but makes a living finding out
arid telling us anyway.
Why has this crazy arrange-
ment worked for 200 years? Credit
our founding fathers with the
Wisdom to see that, while govern-
ment:can't guarantee a "right to
know" with any degree of effec-
tiveness, it can .guarantee the
right to speak, and publish
without prior rettraint It's this •
right, common to all of us, that
clears the way so 'the press can go
about its 4 f̀inding,out_and telling
US.
- So go on claiming your "right to
knout--your-f-aitkin--our 
American right to speak and.
publish freely. That's where liber-
ty lives.
Newspapers Are Many Things
To Many, Different People
By DR. VE NON KEEL
Chairman, De t. of Journalism
University of North Dakota
—The argument wasn't new. The issue
had been debated time and again before in
this newspaper office as it had in most
, newspapers since the early days 'of
' American journalism.
It was. a simple question of space. How
much space in the paper should be used for
advertising and-fro:rot-mud' fu, news?
While the issue seemed clear enopgh. out
of the argument would emerge,- as it
always had, a better, understanding of
' what a newspaper really is.
"Don't forget," said the advertising
manager, "that advertising pays the bills
for this newspaper. Most of the income we
earn comes from the sale of space for
advertising."
"And don't you forget," the news editor
responded. "that this paper is what its
name says it is a NEWSpaper. Most
people wouldn't buy this paper and end up
reading the ads if it weren't _for the news
and other editorial and-feature material in
it."
Whp was right? They both were. And
while this struggle for space in the
newspaper would continue, people in the
advertising and the- news departments
would come to realize a little more clearly
every time that a newspaper is, as- this
year's Newspaper Week theme says,
"Something for Everyone."
The advertising director was right when
he said that advertising brings in most of
the newspaper's gross income. About two-
thirds of the typical daily newspaper's
earnings comes from advertising revenue.
And he would have been right to further
explain that readers do buy the paper
because of what is in it, and that includes
the advertising content.
National studies as well ,ss surveys in
many states donsistent19" show that
readers turn to their newspapers for
shopping information. TheY read, the
"news" in the advertisments; news about
Sales, shopping specials and new products
and services available to them.
These studies also show that readers
consult their newspaper before doing the
family shopping as. well as before making
major consumer decisions. Many readers
consider their local newspaper to be the
single best source of advertising
information, and buy it with that in mind.
But the news editor in this argument was
right, too, when he explained that the
newspaper is just that — a NEWSpaper.
And that makes it unique when compared
to o,ther publications which contain mostly
or only advertisements.
National and state studies also show that
people buy newspapers primarily for the
news and other editorial content it brings
to them, including such things as feature
stories, pictures, editorials, news analyses
and syndicated columns.
Whether it's the front page, the sports
section, cartoons or obituaries, readership
of local newspapers is high.
In recent years, newspaper people have
tried to listen more carefully to what their
readers have to say about their
newspaper. They have done this
informally and sometimes using
"Vophisticated survey and_ marketing
research.
What newspaper publishers, news
editors and advertising managers have
learned is that readers consider their
newspaper as a total product. It is not just
advertising. It is not just news. It is a
complex combination of many things of
interest to many and different kinds of
People.
And most newspapers have responded to
this information from their readers. You
have probably seen it in your papers
through -such things as more special
articles, features and reports, special
sections and editions, and, in some
instances, geographically zoned papers
designed to help localize the news, feature
and advertising content for ceaders in
different areas.
But some things will not change.
Advertising will continue to be the main
source of direct revenue for newspapers
And good newspapers Will not compromise
their dedication to the news; to helping you
better know about alid to understand the
issues, events and activities of the day
effort, by state, regional and
national newspaper associations
through annual contests,
seminars and other educational
programs that instruct and
encourage publishers, editors, ad
managers. etc., to constantly
strive to produce a better product.
We in the industry know of these
on-going programs and of the fine --
product's resulting from them. We
must, however, re-emphasize and
increase our efforts through
American Newspaper Rep- ,
resentatives. the sale k arm of
the nation's community press,
and the various press
associations, to make regional •
and nation-al advertisers
constantly aware of the effective
and efficient role that the
community press can play in
carrying their sales message to
potential buyers across the land.
The community press of
America is a vital and effective
medium and has much to offer
potential advertisers. In the final
analysis, however, it is.' the
individual publisher that must
make the effo,rt to efficiently
service .that advertiser once the
sale is made, so that the nation's
'smaller' newspapers can remain
financially strong and therefore
editorially responsible.
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Ricky Barrow helps in the beginning process of getting one of the last tobacco crop
of the season from field to the barn.
If You Own
a Farm..,
We've Got the Shield
for You
tarailitaw Iseritara
mid v less Mont 75.1•44110
,o) HEALTH
Photo by Karen Nrdsong
USDA Takes Steps To
Early Detection Of PCB
ATLANTA, Ga. — Ove.
50,000 pounds of egg products
399,000 pounds of chicken an,
15.000 pounds of fresh pork
potentially contaminated
polychlorinated biphen}
PCB), were withheld from
constuner channels by the
U.S. Department of






In Testimony Sept. 28 before
the Subcommittee on Over-
sight and Investigations of the
House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee at
Washington, D.C., Foreman
said the chronology of events
after the discovery of the
Blood pressure machines
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB --'-What
is your opinion on the .blood
, pressure machines, that are in
the stores and public _places
today' My husband has had
his, taken several times, that
way from different machines
and got three different read-
tags.- They were as follows
146 99 212 208 and 140 202
„He's a ,long distance truck
driver and 42 years of age.

























The way we see it.. you're not just our
customers.. you're our friends. We know how im-
portant your farm is to you...and we'll take a
- special interest in helping you with your special
farm needs.. loans, management, or just a bit of
sound advice. Let's talk.
- Bank of Murray
?BIC
pounds and doesn t take any .
medication. Eaen one of these
three readings was after ne
had stopped and rt.sted for at..
least an hour.
• He had a physical by our
family doctor and another one
by a company doctor and both
said the readings were normai
but they wouldn't tell him
what they actually were. He
dOks tot arink but ne does
smoke two packs of cigarettes
a day_ On his last physical the
doctors said he couldn't be
healthier for his age.
We are wondering if we
should get alarmed about the
readings from these machines
and if we should consult our
doctor, especially on the high
readings.
DEAR READER The
best way to regard those do-it-
yourself • blood pressure
machines is that they are
screening devices. They'll usu-
ally identify borderline.
moderately elevated or higher
readings. If you have such a
reading, you should see your
doctor and let him check it in
the usual manner.
Blood pressure :readings
aren't nearly as accurate or
as consistent as most people
think. They are influenced by
your emotions at the time.
They can • be influenced by
reflex action. Iliscinte:FP&Ve•
just as soon as the blood pres-
sure cuft.._is placed.- around
their arm. their blood pres-
sure reading will go up.
That's why experienced
doctors insist on having a
number of readings before
they decide the real blood
-pressure is too high. If a per-
son has intermittent normal
readings, it's not considered
high blood pressure as a
disease_ These people are
called vascular hyperreactors
and we know their blood pres-
sure goes up and down in
response to stresses and that
the blood pressure responds
reflexly.
Most heart specialists don't
feel that individuals who have
fluctuating blood pressure
with frequent normal read-
ings should be taking medi-
cine to lower their blood pres-
sure. Why? If your blood
pressure on its own will drop
to 120 over 70-and you add to
it the btootrpressure lowering
effect of some medicines, you
might have readings that are
far too low and can contribute
to serious medical problems.
To help you have a better
understanding of the many
factors that control blood
pressure. I am sending you
The Health Letter number I-
8. Blood Pressure. Other read-
ers who want this issue can
send 75 cents in check or coin
with a long, stamped. self-
addressed envelope for it.
Send, your request :u me.
care of this newspaper.
Box '1551. Radio City Static:
New York. NY 10019 As
issue explains, the reflex ri-•
in blood pressure can be :..•
sudden as the. reflex act:
dilating or constricting 01
pupil of your eye. and Quality Service, the FoodYou might be intereste41 • • and Drug Administration andknow that a high percent.' • • the Environmental Protection uf usdi Ldtrdls(.1 it poi t
Agency-:
—Improve internal com-
munication within USDA; and
—Intensify sampling Q.
'retail product to determine
any potential contamination.
"In light of this incident, it is
clear that the department
must give special attention to
environmental -Contaminants
in the food supply. We should
have far More sensitivity to
the potential gravity of . this
type of contamination,"
Foreman said.
A July 6 chicken tissue
sample taken under USDA's
notional .residue program
showed high levels of PCB. In
following up on the scope of
contamination, FSQS, in-
festigators traced the con
taminated poultry and egg
products to nine states. -
-- The source of contamination
was a leaking transformer in a
storage Stfecrat the Pierce -
Packing Co.,' Billings, Mon.,
where an unknown amount of
PCB, used as a liquid coolant
in the transformer, leaked into
the plant's waste water
system. Pierce dredges the
waste water for inedible
byproducts to be used in meat
meal, an animal feed
ingredient.
-Foreman said the value of
an industry-run quality
control program was clearly
illustrated in the recent PCB
contamination incident. •
"It was through such a
voluntary program that one of
the plants discovered the
presence of PCB con-
tamination in poultry,'.! she
said. • "The' company. volun-
tarily held, contaminated
product that would otherwise
have entered the market-
place." The (irm reported the
results t FSQS which con-
demned the product after
confirmatory tests, she said.
Foreman said'. USDA is
considering asking for
legislative authority to help it
more effectively contain
residues at the source of
contamination.
contamination "demonstrates
both the strengths and
weaknesses in the ad-
ministration of our monitoring
program." •
Foreman stated, "Our
system detected the residue,
enabled us to alert other
agencies and aided in iden-
tifying the source of con-
Latoination.
The industry has the
responsibility for offering safe
product to the consumer..
Since accidents like this do
occur, the government
monitors food channels to
insure the safety of the food
supply,"ohe said.
Foreman added there are
certain weaknesses within the
government system and "we
are taking steps to correct the
shortcomings."
Among changes foreman
proposed as a result of the
incident are:
—Develop a rapid test
method for residues; . •
- -Implement more effective
and efficient inspection
techniques, including plant-
operated quality control •
;-} stems;
-- Expand research to find
more suitable test methods for
chemical residues;
—Clarify joint jurisdictions
between USDA's Food Safety
hospital emergency
with high blood pressure tur-.
out on latecexamination•




When planning dinners for
special family gatherirlgs i)r
company buffets, la hat do
smart meal planners choose
And what do thev select lor
hurry-up casserole meals, sand
wiches and main dish salad,"
Most often, the answer to these
questions is ham.
Ham is chosen for a v „met y
of reasons—holiday tradition,
convenience of preparxiion
arict of course, for its roputor-
tine smoked flavor. Anoiher
reason
per serving that really count,.
and that a baked ham pro-
vides more flavor-packed .1;rv-
ings per pound than poultry
or many other meat cuts
Are you a confident him
cook? If not, you can learn
the facts about selecting. stor-
ing and cooking ham con Ven-
iently and easily. For the Pork.
Industry Group of the Na-
tional Live Stock and Meat
Board is offering a nev. I0-•
page folder that tells all I
informative publication Alin
its colorful illustrations des-
cribes the various tvIrvof hartf
and includes cooking time ta
biles. a nutrition chart. ser\ing
suggestions and carving tips.
To obtain.this valuable fold-
er simply send a stamped and
self-addressed long envelope
to "Facts about Ham". Dept.
CTC. National Live Stock and
Meat Board, 444 N. Michigari
Ave., Chicago, IL 606 I I
Because of their ht4T
numbers, insects and
larvae probably exceed !Le
weight of all other animals on
earth, according- to National
Geographic.
•
MEMBERS OF the Carter 4:-H Club met at the park for a terrarium work day. Making
terriarums for 4-H projects were Uvalde Todd and Sheila scom Helping the: 4-Hers are
volunteer leaders Jo ?eth Robertson and Penny Lockhart:
0-
Jim Nanney, Calloway County 4-H Member, Bill Alexander and Greg Darnell, Calloway
County FFA exhibited their projects at the Purchase District 4-H.& FFA Beef Steer Show
and Carcass Contest held recently in Murray. 4-H and FFA members from the area later
sold 22,694 lbs. for S23,722:42 for an average of 81.05 per pound.
The Sponsors Gave Thanks To The Following Calloway County layers:
Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray, Hutson Ag. Service, Calloway County Co-op, Stokes Im-
plement, Storey's Food Giant, Parker Popcorn, Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Tappan,
And A Special Thank Toe To:
Jackson Purchase PCA, Reelfoot Packing Company, Joe Pat Lamb, Auctioneer, Murray
State University, Expo Center,
The show is sponsored annually by the University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice, Vocational Agriculture Advisors and the Kentucky Department of Agriculture.
THE CALLOWAY County 4-H Council officers recently elected are (seated l-r) MaxineScott, vice-president Joyce Tidwell, secretary; Lime Sledd, treasurer and Judy Cun-ningham, president. Standing-ms Arlie Scott, delegate to the Area 4-H Council.
Liver and Other Variety Meats Offer Nutrients
It's the wise consumer who.
includes variety meats often
in family meals. They are eco-
nomical, tasty and can be pre-
pared in a variety of ways to
Make mealtime more appeal-
ing arad interesting.
But the most impressive
quality variety meats have to
offer is their nutritional value.
according to the National Live
Stock and Meat Board. Liver,
brains, heart. kidneys, sweet-




Liver is the most popular
variety meat, and all types of
liver—beef, pork, veal and
lamb—merit high nutritional
ratings. Like all meat, liver is
an excellent source of protein,
the B-vitamins and iroq, For
example, a 3-ounce seriTig of
fried beef liver supplies 50
percent of the protein needed
daily, 40 percent of the iron,
210-percent riboflavin and 70
percent niacin. It is an es-
pecially good source of vita-
min B12..
Liver also contains some
bonus nutrients not found in
most meats, most notably vi-
tamins A and C. A 3-ounce
serving of fried beef Jiver sue-
plies more than enough vita-
min A needed for the day— •
910 percent. Liver is the lead-
ing food source of vitamin A,
Product'.4 Jobber
containing nearly four times
as much as one cup of carrots,
one of the most recognized
sources of vitamin A.
More on Variety Meats
Other variety meats, too,
are valuable additions to the
diet. Kidneys, considered a
delicacy by many, are high
in protein, iron and the 8-vi-
tamins. They also supply some
vitamin A. A .3-ounce serving
of braised beef kidney supplies
-20 percent of the needed vi
tamin A.
Other nutritious variety
meats include heart, sweet
breads, tongue, tripe and
brains. All contribute high.
quality protein and a variety
of vitamins and minerals.
Power up with
Amoco Premier Diesel Fuel.
It gives youl. engine what it needs!
High cetane - low sulfur.proper blending
for smooth power with less smoke.
Amoco 'Premier diesel fuel also contains
the additive combination 0-Guard, to
help protect against rust, corrosion,
gum and varnish. We'll deliver lust
give us a call
Belcher Oil Co.h TA 6.







































































More Than 1.3 Million Trees
Planted In State This Season
LOUISVILLE, Ky. IAP) - •
More than 1.3 million trees
were planted in Kentucky
during the 1978-79 planting
season. But the state's
residents and industries were
well behind their counterparts
in 12 other southern states,
according to the Southern
Forest Institute.
The forest industry in the
South planted a record 629.4
million pine and hardwood
trees during the season. But
the record planting is "not
enough to meet the double-
demand for .wood and paper
products projectd for the year
2020," the institute said.
Some two million in-
dependent landowners own '73
percent of the 200 million
acres of commercial
forestland in the South, and
their tree-planting efforts
should be 'of most concern,
said Don Smith, the institute's
director of forest resources.
On the 18 percent owned by
industry, forest management
is intensive, Smith said in a
release, while privately held
lands are producing at half
their potential. The remaining
9 percent is publicly owned
land, the institute said.
The U.S. Forest Service
reports that one million acres
of pine forests are lost each
—year-- -because independent
landowners do not regenerate
the tracts they harvest.
The forest industry
distributed more than 92.2
million pine seedlings and
$4,900 hardwood seedlings to
landowners during the last
planting season, the institute
said. State nurseries, sold
another NO million seedlings
to non-industrial landowners.
But Smith said forestry
officials expect a shortage of
seedlings in the future.
"State nurseries aren't
/ receiving adequate funds to..
expand," he said. "Forest
companies are rapidly
r..
"Earlydale Climax K.C. Star" owned by Dwain McKinney,
Superstars 4-H Club, placed 3rd in both the junior and
open shows at the mid-South Fair in Memphis last week:
She was exhibited at the Kentucky State Fair placing first
in the junior Calf class this past summer. She ranks 3rd in
overall points for a Junior calf in the state of Kentucky.
establishing new nurseries in
the 'South, but it takes time to
get them into full production."
Smith, who described
forestry as "agriculture iii
slow motion," said produc-
tivity can be increased by
planting superior seedlings —
those which grow faster,'
straighter and taller than
normal trees. During the last
planting season, industry'
planted more than 296.2
million such "supertrees."
In Kentucky, 71,900
supertrees were planted, the
same number of hardwood
seedlings grown in conipany
nurseries.
Of the state, total 1,377,300
seedlings planted, 439,600 pine
and 263,400 hardwood
seedlings were planted on
industry lands, and 674,300
pine seedlings were
distributed to private Ian-
downers,Theinstitute said.
Other southern states and
the number of seedlings
planted were: Alabama, 119.2
million; Arkansas, 61.7
million; .Florida, 70 million;
Georgia, 95.4 million;
Louisiana, 54.3 million;
Mississippi 63.1 million; North
Carolina 54.2 million;
Oklahoma, 30.8 million; South
Carolina, 43.6 million; Ten-
nessee, 13.4 million; Texas,




Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
This has been a good apple
year in most of the state .and
if there is any wonder as to
when .an apple is ripe enough'
to pick, this is what John
St rig am, navioi 
UK Extension Specialists in
Horticulture, have to say
about the matter.
The first and most com-
monly used method, they
say, is to count the number
of days from the time of full
bloom. For example. Golden
Delicious apples will ripen
approximately 155 days from
full bloom. Rome. Beauty
apples take approximately
165 days to reach maturity.
These figures hold up pretty
well all over the country.
Maturity can also be deter-






Local Call - 474-2295
Ky Farmers Call - 1-800-592-
Receiving Hours;
Mon-Sat. - 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Sunday - Call for Receiving Hours
HUTSON
GRAIN TERMINAL
change in -color of the apple.
All apples undergo two basic
color changes. The first is the
change in main or predomi-
nant color of the apple, like"
the development of the red
tor In RedDeIrcro-us. How-
ever, since many red apple
varieties turn red before they
are actually ripe, this color
change is not always a good
or infallible index to ripening,.
Look for a change in the
ground or background color
of, the. r apple. The apple • is
ripening when the ground
color changes from green to a
whitish-yellow. But probably
the oldest and most enjoyable
method of determining
whether or ,not an apple is
ripe enough to pick is to eat
it.
The horticulture specialists
say if you plan to, store apples
for any period of time, pick
them before they are fully
ripe. The. storage life of
mature apples is relatively
short.
.- One of the earliest ..
ripening apples in Kentucky
is the somewhat tart Yellow
Transparent. Although it may
Sharpen the teeth when
plucked from the tree and
eaten out of hand, it is un-
excelled for frying and
making into apple sauce. This
apple ripens about 65 days
from time of full bloom and
is closely followed by the
Lodi which is also excellent
for cooking and eating.
For those who might be
interested in setting out a few
apple trees,- or for that
matter, a small orchard. here
are the number of days from
full bloom to maturity of
several other apples common
to Kentucky. This list was




140; Jonathan, -140; Rhode
Island Greening., 145; Sta!, -
-man, 155; Delicious, 150.
York, 150; Winesap, 160.
Yellow Newtown, 165; Rome
Beauty, 165.
Stuffed Veal Rolls
Set Stage for a
Meal to Remember
Take an ordinary meal and
turn it into an extraordinary'
dining delight with Veal and
Ham Rolls. Friends and farn
ily alike will enjoy the mild,
delicate flavor of veal combined
with ham and served with a
creamy mushroom sauce.
The cutlets come from the
round or leg of veal and ac-
tually are thin pieces of round
steak. Although veal is a ten-
der meat, it contains consi-
derabk connective tissue and
benefits from long, slow 'cook -
ing, according to the National
Live Stock and Meat Board.
Each day 338 billion gallons
of water are pumped from the
ground or withdrawn from
streams and reservoirs in the
United States. Of this, 46
percent is used for iFigation.
Support Rates Received
FRANKFORT — The state
Department of Agriculture
. has received a proposed
schedule of "grade loan" or
price support rates for burley
tobacco that will provide
farmers air average of 8.6
cents per pound more than the
1978 support level.
The proposed loan rates
announced by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
range from 88 cents to 1.49 per
pound and reflect an average
support of--$133.30 per hun-
dredweight. Last year's
average was $124.70 per
hundredweight.
"Apparently farmers can
expect a higher price for their
product this year, due to an





said. "This may enable them
to better cope with the rising
inflation that all Americans
face."
V.* Under the proposal, loan
rates for eligible tobaccoSWEET POTATO — Louise Balentine, Route 3, Murray, packed in bales will be thedisplays a sweet potato she grew in her garden. The same as rates for hand-tiedpotato weighs 2',2 pounds. 
tobacco Kentucky burley
producers can obtain a
complete schedule of the
proposed loan rates for each
grade from local cooperative
associations or county ex-
tension agents.
Loans will not be available
for tobacco graded No-G (no
grade), W (wet), U (unsound)
or scrap. However,
Marketings of these grades
will be charges against quotas




advance payments to burley
producers are made available
from the loan fund, have been
authorized to deduct one cent
per pound to go toward their
overtrad costs.
Public comments about the
proposed rates should be
addressed prior to Oct. 15 to
the director of the Price
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after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to kelp you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community _opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts fir your family.
I'll be listening fir your call.
We/1=e, LUalsa(rir
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-S570
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4-Cy I and starting systems 
analysis
• Install new 
points, plugs.














And Free Tire 
Rotation
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. Additional parts .and services extra of needed.Lifetime: As long as you, the original purchaser,Own the car,
Meets or exceeds all U S auto car specifica-bons • Covered upon failure due to materials.workmanship blowouts rust or wear (Can-not be result of misuse)
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL
WORK.
• WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU
AUTHORIZE.
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS










Incluefes U (Olivequarts major brand 10/30 oil• Chassis lubrication and oil change









2-WHEEL FRONT MSC: In. 4.VOREIL 
DRUM: Install
stall new Sort brake pads 
new brake lining, all 4
and grease Seals • 
ReSur- wheels • New 
front,grease
face front rotors • Repack seals • Resurface 
"drums
Iron t wheel bearings • In- 
Oa • Repack front bearcriga •
sped t calipers and 
hydrau• Inspect nydraulic 
system
Iic system • Add fluid 
• Add fluid
(does not include rear
wheels]
• Most U S CarS MOSI 
Dalian Toyota VW




Don't Get Stuck...Mix Or
Match With Goodyears! -
i REGULAR TIRES
Smooth-Riding Power Streak 78 I
Diagonal ply constructici,
polyester 'cord body p.,ic I
match for Suburbanite. Pi- ,.
Road-grceping : '
its Share for winter go
SNOW TIRES
Deep-Biting Suburbanite Polyester
. (,, ,, ,;• • eated we' ciooved tread
r
or pull power who you need it • Four full plies of polyester coi,-1
Or snow tire strength and
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oi78.14 ' $1430 $261
G78-15 082 00 $244
1178-15 085 00 '4264,
Illackwac s. $2 SO More Per it.
RAIN CHECK an Sri GO Of Sr Sr IP Aa „P c,,',ro c-,
mum= Just Soy 4-barge It'•wow-•Goodr-r'e'...31vin9 -
Charge
Use any of these "tY1 to buy Our Own
Customer Credit P• Charge • vca •
American Express ell nClie balers
Club • CaST-- ••• .
Murray,
Ky.
*NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is warranted for at least 90
days or 3.000 miles, whichever comes first — many
services, much longer If warranty service is ever
required, go to the Goodyear Service Store where
 mom STORE MANAGER ROBERT B. ROOM, JR.
11
a.
the original work was performed, and we II fix it.
tree If. however, you're more than 50 miles from
the original store, go to any of Goodyear's 1500
Service Stores nationwide
• Goodyear Service Store 753..0595
Vert Nears: 7 a.m. sotN 5 p.m. N..-Sat.
Port Of Murray - Calloway County
• - - -
PA












Lindsey Hudspeth evaded a UT-Martin defender to score the second of his two touchdowns Saturday as Murray State
blasted the Pacers. 24-0.
Simms, Giants Stop Tampa Bay
Streak; Steelers Romp Browns
By JOHN NELSON
- AP Sports Writer
Even Tampa Bay Coach
John McKay knew it had to
come to an end eventually.
"We really didn't expect to
go undefeated," he said. "Now
that we've lost, we won't get
so much attention, and there
will be less pressure."
The Buccaneers were the
only undefeated team in the
National Football League un-
til Sunday afternoon when
they met a fired-up New York
Giants squad.
The Giants emerged with a
14-14 victory behind the runn-
ing of reserve back Billy
Taylor makinghis first start.
They also put a "1" in their
win column afer six long
weeks of play.
Taylor rushed for 148 yards
on 33 carries, and he scored
two touchdowns Both his scor-
ing bursts, of 2 and 1 yards,
came in the second period. Joe
Danelo kicked a 47-yard field
goal in the fourth quarter for
the eventual winning points.
Rookie Phil Simms went the
distance for New York at
quarterback, and with Coach
Ray Perkins calling the plays,
Simms went to the air just 12
times. He completed half of
them for 37 yards, but he did
not hurt himself by throwing
tterceptions as he did in hisbut last week against Phila-
Aelphia.
:. In the other NFL games
lunday, Pittsburgh rolled
(fiver Cleveland 51-35, Denver
lflanked San Diva° 7-0, Dallas
44hipped Minnesota 36-20, Los
Angeles walloped New
!Orleans 35-17, New England
tt by Detroit 24-17, Kansasty edged Cincinnati 10-7, St.
libuis upset Houston 24-17,
lehiladelphia downed
Washington 28-17, Chicago
Otiut out Buffalo 7-0, Seattle
i
t
' tdueled San Francisco 35-24,
ante smothered Green Bay
7 and Baltimore nipped the
w York Jets 10-8.
.1.Steelers 51. Browns 35
iterry Bradshaw threw
t ee touchdown passes and
:.
Franco Harris ran for two
more, one in a first quarter
that -saw Pittsburgh roll to a
21-0 lead over Cleveland. Har-
ris' first-quarter TD was on a
71-yard run.
Rocky Bleier,. best known as
Harris' blocking back, also
scored on a long run - 70
yards in the fourth quarter -
as the Steelers recorded a club
record 361 yards on the
ground.
The Browns' quarterback,
Brian Sipe, passed for a
career high 351 yards and five
touchdowns.
Broncos 7, Chargers 0
Denver quarterback Norris
Weese scored the game's only
touchdown on a 3-yard run in
the third quarter. It was set up
by a 26-yard return of a fum-
ble recovered by Broncos
safety Bill Thompson.
Denver's Orange Crush de-
fense held San Diego to 70
yards rushing. Chargers guar-
teback Dan Fouts passed for
305 yards, but he was inter-
cepted three tirlieS
ond half to halt San Diego
drives.
Cowboys 36, Vikings 20
Tony Dorsett ran for 145
yards, the 13th 100-yard game
of his three years in the NFL,
and scored three touchdowns
for Dallas. Benny Barnes add-
ed .a touchdown when he
recovered a fumble and
returned it 3 yards.
Dorsett's longest TD Tun
was 30 yards and came after
Minnesota had pulled to within
three, 23-20, on a 28-yard
touchdown pass by Vikings
quarterback TOrntny Kramer.
Rams 35, Saints 17
Pat Haden threw for two
touchdowns, and Wendell
Tyler had a pair of scoring
runs as the Rams exploded for
28 points in the second quarter
and held on to beat New Or-
leans., .
The Ram held the NFL's
most explosive offense to just
1Q2 yards rushing and 132
yards passing in the game.
Saints quarterback Archie
Manning threw five intercep-
tions.
Patriots 24, Lions 17
Quarterback Tom Owen,
subbing for an ineffective
Ste•..e Grogan, threw a 6-yard
touchdown pass with 5:35 left
in the game to erase a 17-14
deficit and lead New England
over Detroit.
John Smith kicked a 29-yard
field goal with 1:17 left to pro-
vide a cushion.
Chiefs 10, Bengals 7
Mike Williams scored on a 1-
yard plunge, and Jan Stenerud
kicked a 46-yard field goal -
all in the second quarter -
and Kansas City struggled to
its third straight victory.
The Chiefs held winless Cin-
cinnati to just 91 yards total of-
fense in the first half. Bengals
quarterback Ken Anderson
wound up with 66 yards net
passing. after he was sacked
several time
Cards 24, Oilers 17
Wayne Morris scored twice
in the final nine minutes to ral-
ly St. Louis from a seven-point
. deficit. Morris scored with
8:32 left from 1 yard out after
Cards punter Steve Little com-
pleted a 16-yard pass on fourth
down.
Several plays later, Oilers
quarterback Dan Pastorini
was intercepted by defensive
back Carl Allen, who returned
it to Houston's 17. That set up
Morris' 6-yard scoring run.
Eagles 28, Redskins 17 _
Running back Wilbert Mont-
gomery ran for 127 yards and
four touchdowns as Phila-




touchdowns came on short
runs, and the fourth on an I:.
yard pass from Ron Jaworsli.,
who threw only 12 passes, bial
completed eight for 143 ards.
Bears 7, Bills 0
Walter Payton ran for 155
yards and the game's . only
touchdown, and Chicago held
the top-rated passer in the
NFL, Joe Ferguson, to lust XI
yards in the air. •
Ferguson completed just
five of 21 passes in the •.-uld
'rain in Buffalo.
seahawks 35, 49ers 24
Dan Doornink ran for two
touchdowns. and Sammy
Green returned an intercepted
Steve DeBerg pass 91 yards
for another score as the
Seahawks kept San Francisco
from entering the win column.
Falcons 25, Packers 7
A swarming Atlanta defense
sacked Green Bay quarter-
back David Whitehurst e:ght
times, once for a safety, and
Tim Marzetti kicked three
field goals for the Falcons.
Quarterback Steve Bar-
tkowski got Atlanta on the
board first with a 9-yard pass
to Alfred Jenkins.
Gerulaitis Clinches Cup
Berth For United States
SYDNEY, Australia AP -
Vitas Gerulaitis lost the first
set before defeating
Australia's John Alexander 5-
7, 6-4, 8-6, 6-2 and sending the
United States into the finals of
the Davis Cup competition
against Italy.
After Gerulaitis' victory
enapred the U.S. of victory.
teammate John McEnroe
downed Australia's Mark





Edmonson 6-3, 6-4 in a be .;
three set.
Earlier, Australians .L
Alexander and Phil Dent 'frdt
Americans Stan Smith
Bob Lutz 9-7, 6-4, 6-4.
In 11 years as partr..i,-.
Smith and Lutz. both 32, nw.c.r
had lost a Davis ('up
match. But the Austral,.:
playing on the familiar i'r.!
of White City Stadium
windy conditions, conqi,
the Americans.
Italy beat Czechoslovak,, 4-
1 in the European zone- ;,r;ii






(API - Bjorn Borg of Sa.,aen
defeated American Eddie
Dibbs 6-3, 6-0 in the final or the
roundrobin Roxy T., is
Tournament.
Tim Gullikson of the • s
beat Dutchman Tom Okker 6_
1, 7-5 to take third pare
American Roscoe Tanner iast
all four of his Matches the





Ledger & Times Sports E:tittur
MARTIN, Tenn. - Greg Evans had
little to say, but his actions and his
coach spoke for themselves.
Evans' interception in the third
quarter broke off a rally and set the
stage for another Murray State
touchdown in the Racers' 24-0 drubbing
of UT-Martin Saturday night.
"That was as good a move by a defen-
sive back as I've ever seen," said Hon
Zook, who coaches the Racer defensive
secondary.'
Evans, a 6-foot, 200-pound sophomore
cornerback from St. Louis, returned the
interception 52 yards to the UT-Martin
16, where Lindsey Hudspeth scored
seven plays later to put the Racers up
17-0.
That series cushioned Murray's ad-
vantage and quelled a UT-Martin team
that owned the advantage of:
playing the Racers without
starters Danny Lee Johnson and Kris
Robbins, both of whom missed the
game due to injuries.
seeing Murray State starting
fullback Tony Lester and linebacker
Mike Basiak go down early to injuries.







PITTSBURGH I. AP - In
the 1971 World Series, Bruce
Kison was a slat-thin, 2I-year-
old rookie with boyish features
that belonged in a high school
yearbook.
The late Danny Murtaugh,
craggy-faced manager of the
Pittsburgh Pirates, had this to
say: "I looked older than him
the day I was born."
But Kison was also a battler
with a sailing, sidearm
fastball that unsettled
righthanded batters. And he
won in relief against the
Baltimore Orioles in the first
night game in Series history.
Tuesday night, Kison will
face the Orioles again in
Game One of the 1979 World
Series in Baltimore.
"Everybody on this staff is
equally capable, but I'm
happy I got-the call," he said
Sunday morning before the
Pirates did some light running
in --a drizzle at Three Rivers
Stadium.
Kison was cool as a rookie,
so he took the assignment in
stride after nine seasons in the
majors.
Manager Chuck Tanner also
said Bert Blyleven would start
Wednesday night's second
me. John Canelaria, resting
his. ailing ribcage, may pitch
the third game here Friday.
Baltimore will start 23-
game winner Mike Flanagan
Tuesday night, followed by
Jim Palmer Wednesday and
Scott McGregor Friday.
.Kison, hampered by a
chronic blister on his throwing
hand earlier this season,
finished 13-7. But he was 4-0 in
Septemb eiunoo2 his lifetime
record in September is 23-6,




Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p.m Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m Saturdays are urged to
Caii 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays, to guarantee
delivery •
The regular business office hours
e The Murray Ledger & Times are
cm. to 5 p.m., Minday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur-
days
penalty yardage in its favor.
And finally, after Winston Ford con-
nected with senior Sonny Burnett for a
picture-perfect 41-yard scoring pass
with five minutes left, the Racers could
rest at ease with their third straight vic-
tory' and fourth overall against a loss
and a tie.
And UT-Martin Vestor Newcomb
could rest ill at ease after the Pacers,
now 3-2, were shut out by the Racers for
the first time ever in the two teams' 16-
game series.
"Their defensive people were so
much quicker that our offensive peo-
ple," said Newcomb, wbo was 2-8 in his
first season at Martin last year. -We
definitely underestimated them.
"We couldn't move the ball on of-
fense," he said. "Our defense did a
great job for three quarters, but they
spent so much time out there, they had
to break sooner or later."
Murray's 14-point fourth-quarter
helped erase a sluggish first half which
produced, among other things, only a
field goal by the Racer offense and a
minus-four yards rushing by Hudspeth,
who started at tailback in place of the
injured Johnson.
"They i Martin were changing their
-defense a lot and I couldn't seem to get
-* .1:41 Art
Nick Nan ce i38i found himself surrounded by bodies after catching a pass from quarter-
back Ricky Ray Saturday against UT-Martin.
a step," said Hudspeth, whose first-half
yardage total was damaged by a 14-
yard loss on a fake field-goal attempt
by the Racers. .
"But the offensive line came out in
the second half and just started opening
up some holes." And Hudspeth started
running, scoring from 14 yards on a
sweep to the right side en route to a 64-
yard second half.
His final touchdown, the sixth of the
season for the junior Murray. native,
came on his patented hurdle, but he ad-
mitted the four-yard distance he had to
cover gave him doubts.
"I wasn't sure I could 'flake it. I just
jumped pretty much the same way and
tried to hold the ball-over the goal line,"
he said.
UT-Martin managed just one sustain-
ed drive, that coming in the second
quarter with the score still 3-0. Beginn-
ing from their own 10-yard line, the
Pacers moved to Murray's seven. But
safety Terry Love blocked Mike
Poteete's 24-yard field goal attempt to
enable the Racers to lead at the half.
Murray coach Mike Gottfriesl, who
was hit by raryngitis during the game,
had recovered enough this morning to










With your choice of a
steaming baked potato or
French Fries, and Stockade
Toast. Good Monday through
Friday. 11 am. 'tit 3 p.m.-







with baked poi air) or French











Crnon in for all the scrambled eggs, bacon,
sausage, hash browns, hotcakes, biscuits and
coffee you want at
Sirloin Stockade




























































BALTIMORE (AP, — As
much as it is a match between
two talented baseball teams,
the 1979 World Series will
serve as a showcase for two
outstanding general
managers Pittsburgh's
Harding Peterson and Hank
Peters of Baltimore.
Both have made vital player
moves that helped their teams
to their league championships
and the World Series that be-
gins Tuesday night.
Perhaps Peterson's most
important move was one of the
first he made, surrendering
$100,000 and catcher Manny
Sanguillen to Oakland for
Manager Chuck Tanner. It
was a one-season loan as it
turned out because a year
later, he brought Sanguillen
back, from the A's for three
players.
Tanner succeeded the late
Danny Murtaugh as Pirate
manager and had the club in
contention in both 1977 and
1978. If the team had one glar-
ing deficiency, though, it was
defense. They simply made
too many errors.
Peterson set about correc-
ting the problem. First he ac.
quired infjelder Phil Garner in
a nineplayer trade with
Oakland. Then he swapped
flashy shortstop Frank
Taveras to the New York Mets
for steadier Tim Fob.
"Foli settled the infield
down," says Tanner. "He pro-
vided stability." Finally, the
infield reconstruction was
completed when Peterson ac-
quired third baseman Bill
Madlock from San Francisco.
That freed Garner to move
from third to second, his
natural position, and the
Pirate defense improved
noticably.
The free.agent market strip-
ped Pittsburgh's bullpen after
the 1977 season with Rich
Gossage signing with the New
York Yankees and Terry For-
8.1Ezeoirig8 offer
• Choose from marts nets scent backgrounds and poses
• Lent One pet suboect two per family
• atkabonal prectrats atatabee rn all sues at reasonable puce'
• Cdoups $1 25 re, sracktronel subeect
• Persons u notr I 6 must be ace omparteed by parent or quardwr
• Cornotetety an.sned portraits deiteted at store
• • Vary' friendly. professional service.
and introducing our unique
"Duo-Image" portrait
, voctraits • '
for
hilittnal
That prof/twat:toil Duo-Image- poruall w orw of the most faacesilang ways as
capture (afferent Sakti expressuns e one portrat We can create two elutes-
worts of one person or recheck two afferent people For example A mother and
chid together L et Olaf profeswonals crtata a 'Duo-Image espectally for you
huriable IS reasonable prices
ster moving to the Los
Angeles Dodgers. So Peterson
rebuilt his relief staff.
Holdover Kent Tekulve
became Pittsburgh's No.1
reliever and to complement
him, Peterson acquired first
Grant Jackson and then Enri-
qUe Romo from Seattle.
Jackson played a role in one
of Peters' most . successful
trades for Baltimore, a 10-
player exchange with.the New
York Yankees on,' June 15,
1976. Peters sent Jackson, pit-
chers Ken Holtzman, Doyle
Alexander and Jimmy ,
Freeman and catcher Ellie
Heodricks to the Yankees. In
return, Baltimore got catcher
Rick" Dempsey and pitchers
Dave Pagan, Scott McGregor,
Tippy Martinez and Rudy
May.
Pagan and Jackson left
their new teams in the 1976 ex-
pansion draft, so that part of
the deal balanced. But the rest
of it was all Baltimore. Holtz-
man got into Yankee Manager
Billy Martin's doghouse and
was virtually useless for two
seasons before finally being
traded to the Chicago Cubs.
Alexander became a free
agent after• 1976 and signed
with Texas. Hendricks was
released after 1977 and return-
ed to Baltimore as a coach.
Meanwhile, Dempsey
became Baltimore's regular
catcher. Martinez moved in as
a vital member of the Oriole
bullpen and McGregor, whq
pitched pie pennant clincher,
is a key starting pitcher for
the Birds. May became part of
a package traded to Montreal
in a deal that delivered relief
ace Don Stanhouse and out-
fielder Gary Roenicke to
Baltimore.
Staff photos by Tony Wilson
This pass was intended for Murray State's George Turnley I rear) in the end zone, but UT-Martin defender Mickey Marlerbroke it up. The Racers won 24-0.
Battle Of The Skippers
Tanner, Weaver Offer Widely-Contrasting Styles
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Baseball's 1979 World Series
boils down to this: it is "Mr.
Computer" matching
strategies with "Mr. Sun-
shine.", the close-to-the-vest
gang going against the free-
wheeling Happiness Boys.
The Birds and the Biles —
one of the most intriguing
matchups in years.
When you think of the Balti-
more Orioles, the American
League champions who ran off
and hid from the favored Yan-
kees and Red Sox, you conjure
up a huge green chessboard
presided over by a little puck-
ish guy with silver hair.
But Earl Weaver, the
Orioles manager, is baseball's
Bobby Fischer — a mind like a
steel trap, a plotter, a man of a
thousand moves who leaves
nothing to chance.
With Earl Weaver, the buck
stops at his, cluttered desk.
"How important is a
manager's role?" he repeats
an oft-asked, loaded question.
"It's everything_l pick the 25
men who play for me. I say
when they play. I say what
they do. I am responsible."
When you think of the Pir-
tsburgh Pirates, the National
League champions, you vis-
ualize a gang rumble — ear-
puncturing noise, raucous
banter, heavy bats, a lot of
muscle, friendly pushing and
shoving.
From the wings, a benign-
looking man watched the tu-
mult not with distaste but with
obvious amusement.
"Aren't they great?", says
Chuck Tanner, the skipper.
"They have a lot of fun. No
jealousies. No brooders. No
fatheads. This is their style.
You are invited to shop '4 nd save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.





Tanner is called "Mr. Sun-
shine" because of his amicible
disposition and perpetual op-
timism. He looks upon his pro-
tegees as adults. He lets each
do his own thinking. He main-
tains discipline with a padded
glove.
Weaver, winner of six divi-
sion titles and four AL pen-
nants in his 12 years as Balti-
more boss, is quieter and ap-
pears more serious though he
possess a wry sense of humor.
Many rate him the best man-
ager in baseball.
This year he took a team
without any big-salaried
superstar and nursed them to
102 victories — the fourth time
his teams have won
more than games. He won
out in the toughest division in
either league. He didn't do it
with mirrors. He didn't do it
with soft talk- or iron
discipline. He did it with cold
logic. He complied an ex-
austive "book" on rival teams
and set up a detailed card
system on comparitve
strengths and weaknesses.
He developed what he called
"deep depth" — plenty of
strong arms in the bullpen and
. bats on the bench. He moved
them around like pieces on a
chess board. His moves were.
amazing.
"I've got good pitching and
good defense," he says. "Sure
I make the wrong move some-
times, but nobody's going to
get many runs off us."
Big Dave Parker and Willie




W 1, T Pet PI,
Miami 4 1 0 sea 113
New England 4 2 0 667 154
Buffalo * 3 1 0 500 154
N Y Jets 2 4 0 333 126
Baltimore 1 5 0 167 72
Central
Pittsburgh 5 1 0 633 160
Cleveland 4 2 0 .667 136
Houston 4 2 0 667 134
Cincinnati 0 6 0 000 65
West
Denver 4 2 0 667 10
Kansas City 4 2 0 667 113
San Diego 4 2 0 667 142
Oakland 2 3 0 400 78
Seattle _2 4 0 333 1211
National Conference
East
Dallas 5 1 0 833140. 
Philadelphia 5 1 0 .633 /21
Washington 4 2 0 667 131
St. Louis 2 4 0 .333160
N.Y. Giants 1 5 0 .167 75
Central
Tampa Bay 5 1 0 833 1311
Chicago '3 3 0 .500 SP
Minnesota 3 3 0 .500 107
Green Bay 2 4 0 .333 9r
Detroit 1 5 0 .167 10)
West
Los-Angeles 4 2 0 .667 II,
Atlanta 3 3 0 .50012"
New Orleans 2 4 0 .333 13P
San Francisco 0 6 0 .000 II.:
Sunday's Games
Chicago 7. Buffalo 0 -
New England 24. Detroit 17
Atlanta 35, Green Bay 7
Philadelphia U. Washington 17
New ilsORK Giants 17. Tampa Bin 14
St. LOWS 26 Houston 17
Pittsbuigh 51. Cleveland 35
Kansas City 10. Cincinnati 7
Dallas 36 Minnesota 30
Lou Angeles 35. New Orleans 17
Balttmore 10, New York Jets
Denver 7, San Diego 0
Seattle 35, San Francisco 24
Monday's Games
'Miami at Oakland. n
Sunday, Oct. 14
Buffalo at Miami
New Orleans at TimpaNsy
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
San Francisco at New York Giant,
Washington at Cleveland
Philadelphia at &Louis
New England at Chicago




Pittsburgh I Eison 13-71 at Baltimore
I Flanagan 354,, ini
Wednesday's Game
Pittsburgh at Baltimore. in
Friday, Oct. 12




Baltimore at Pittsburgh, if necessary
Tuesday. Oct 18
Pittsburgh at Baltimore, r n , if neces-
sary
Wednesday. Oct. 17





NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Four -
Murray runners competed in
the 11th-annual Old Hickory
Run races Saturday at Percy
Warner Park.
Adam Lanning finished 60th
of about 300 runners in the
11.2-mile event, while his
daughter, Bayberry Bejach, 7,
finished fourth of 27 in the
second-grade girls division.
Nancy Strankman,. a Mur-
ray State University graduate
student, placed 188th in the
11.2-mile race, while Gary
Liebert, an MSU student,
finished 198th of 1,000 runners
In the 5.8-mile event.
The Old Hickory Elam
course is generally consi4lered
to be one of the hilliest and
most testing courses in the
South,





— Bill Scanlon won his second
consecutive title in the
$100,000 Island Holidays Pro
Tennis Classic, upsetting top-
seeded Peter Fleming 6-1. 6-1.
BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
(AP) — Evonne Goolagong
Cawley won the $100,000 U.S.
Women's Indoor Tennis
Championships with a 6-3, 6-4
triumph over fellow
Australian Dianne Fromholtz






SAN ANTONIO, Texas I AP
— Retirement was just the
thing for 41-year-old Lou
Graham. But we're talking
only about the retirement last
July of his 1962-vintage set of
lams, which has given the
veteran a new lease on his pro
golfing life.
Graham, the hottest golfer
on the pro tour since switching
irons in late July for the first
time in 17 years, fired a 4-
under-par 66 Sunday to take a
one-stroke, $45,000 victory in
the 50th Texas Open.
It was Graham's third title
in his last eight tournaments
since going to a new putter
and retiring his old set of
irons, which he had used
'almost exclusively since 1962.
Those three titles match his
entire output from the
previous 14 years on the tour.
The $45,000 pumped his 1979
haul to $190,000, $167,000 of
which has come in those last
zaifz'ournaments. It is easily
his best year since joining the
pro tour in 1964 and Graham
already is looking forward to
next year.
Graham, of Nashville,
Tenn., had gone into the final
round Sunday five strokes
behind third-round leader
Doug Tewell, who was at 13
under par, and second-place
Eddie Pearce, at 11 under par.
But Tewell and Pearce
floundered Sunday, each
slipping once to only 10 under
par. At that point, there was a
five-way tie for the lead
between Tewell, Pearce,
Graham,. charging Bill Rogers
and Ben Crenshaw,
As Crenshaw slipped,
Graham took charge and
reeled off consecutive birdies
on the 15th and 16th holes. He
was the leader in the
clubhouse at 12 under par.
Pearce, playing in Graham's
group, had birdied No.17, but
could not birdie the par-3 lath
hole.
Tewell and Rogers, playing
in the final group behind
Graham, both birdied No.17
and had a shot at tying
Graham on No.18 and forcing
a playoff.
But Rogers hit his tee shot
just off the green and missed a
35-foot putt, while Tewell
flubbed a 12-footer. And what
about Graham?
"I was trying to get my
mind to thinking about a
playoff," he said. "I could
hardly watch. I knew turning
my face was not going to do
any good. So I just turned
about and watch it. I must say,
I enjoyed what I saw."
Tewell, of Edmonton, Oida.,
ranked 64th on the 1979 money
list and was one of the
"rabbits" who had to qualify
last Monday for this tour-
nament. The $18,666 he won
for the second-place tie should
cement him a place among the
Top 60 and earn him his first
qualifying exemption next
year.
Lee Trevino, the toast of the
gallery but never a winner in
this predominantly Mexican-
American city, was tjed with
Graham after three rounds,
but could only manage a 69
Sunday and finished in a tie
for fifth at 9 under par with




Learn Now To Sass Energy Costs in Your Existing
Nome
Topics Covered: Infiltration, Heat Loss, Analysis of
Utility Bills, Insulation Options, Wood Burning
Stoves, Fireplace Conversion, Loan Potential, Tax
Credits. A free package of conservation materials
will be available to everyone attending.
Tuesday, October 9, 7 p.m.
Murray State University
Special Education Building Bin 240
16th and Calloway Ave.
Thursday, October 11, 7 p.m.
West Ky. Rural Electric Coop Corp.
West Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
Seminars on energy conservation in netv home con-
struction will be held in November.
Additional information may be obtained from the
Office of Conferences and Continuing Education,
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071, (502)
762-2716 or 762-4229.
Conducted by Murray State University and spon-
sored by the Kentucky Department of Energy





The blue mood of winter is not due to cold, gray skies, but to
the frigid nature of our souls. When our thoughts are
stagnated by self-imposed depression, winter and spring and
every other season seems miserable.
A good forecast always comes from a heart and mind filled
with faith, hope and love. These are available at your local
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) year-round.
The spirit should be free to soar. This is why we believe
that yOu should be free to choose your own interpretation of
God's word. We feel that no one should stand between you
and God. There should be an open path to travel as you see
fit.
Come to church and stoke up your furnace for the winter
ahead.
The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
dr
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Lamar Williams (9 ) forced a fumble from UT-Martin runner Everett DeVeaux during Saturday's game at Martin, Tenn.
Racers Shrug, Penalties, Injuries
To Bounce UT-Martin For 4th Win
Confirmed from page 8
Credit the Racer defense and
kicking game as big factors.
"Offensively, we were much
more spotty than consistent,"
he Said. iknd what of the 10
penalties to five for UT-
Villeneuve Notches Victory
WATKINS GLEN, N.Y.
(AP) — Giles Villeneuve of-
Canada and his Ferrari racing
drew took a chance Sunday
-and it paid off with a victory in
the Watkins Glen Grand Prix.
After a morning practice
eibccion Villeneuve _and his
crew decided. to switch
engines.
The new engine performed
consistently during the 59-lap,
199.243-mile race over the
twisting 11-turn Watkins Glen
road racing course, and
Villeneuve won it after a stiff
challenge from Australia's
Alan Jones during the rainy
first half of the race.
Villeneuve crossed the
finish line at an average speed
of 106.46 miles an hour 3nd




Into Half-Game SEC Lead
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Emory Bellard, father of the
Wishbone, has Mississippi
State winning when it counts
most.
:,The Bulldogs surged into a
lialf-game lead in the
$rmtheastern Conference
football race Saturday with an
phpressive 28-9 victory over
19th-ranked Tennessee, giving
*ate a 2-0 SEC record for the
Fjrst time since 1947.
Meanwhile, No. 17
touisiana State survived a
*are with a second-half rally
siarked by backup guar-
teltack Steve Ensminger to
stop Florida 20-3, and Georgia
rmally cracked the victory
isolumn with a 24-21 decision
'e!trer Mississippi in the only
other league games on
Saturday's agenda.
Second-ranked/ Alabama
. methodically crushed out-
manned Wichita State 38-0:
Auburn knocked No. 14 North
' Carolina State from the un-
Martin ) called against the
Racers"
"Certainly, some of them
were questionable," Gottfried
said. J.'But I just told my
players to play above them,
just like we have to play above
injuries. That's Ithe.injUriess
something that we'll just have
..to overcome,'
The game, which gave the
Racers a break from Ohio
Valley Conference action, was
good fOr his squad, Gottfried
said. We didn't play well
overall, but we still found a
way -to- win.- That should-help--
• .
Murray goes after its third
straight conference victory
without a defeat, a level of
success it hasn't attained
since 1954, Saturday against.




MURRAY -- Brian Crall. 41 field goal
lot
MURRAY— Lindsey Hudspeth, 14 run
David Tuck. kick :. 4 41, 2rid
MURRAY — Hudspeth, 4 run Tuck.
kick 8 12. 4th
MURRAY Sonny Burnett. 40 pas,





























day CT - 10-54. DeVeaux LT 12-37
Nance M • 11-28: Turnley • M rfr-2:
Passing — Wash UT 10-23-1 101. Kay
NI, 7-20-1 71. Ford M • 1-1-041
Receiving -- Aaron UT i 4-44. McKin-
ney UT: 3-33. Hudspeth M 2-24. King
M 2-23; Williams UT i 2-10; Burnett
M 1-4 I .'A Robbins M
Punting Tuck M 6-215-308
Poteete UT 4-143-358
Attendance 8.000
Eastern Kentucky Mauls Middle
Tenn.; WKU, Murray Unbeaten
13) The Associated Press
Despite losing its starting
backfield to injuries, Eastern
Kentucky exploded for seven
touchdowns and a field goal en
route to a 52-10 thumping of
Middle Tennessee, while
Morehead State shut out Ohio
Valley Conference rival
Austin Peay in weekend col-
lege football action.
In nonconference play, the
OW went 2-1 with Western
Kentucky a 28-21 victor over
Northern Michigan; Murray
State demolishing Tennessee-
Martin 24-0; and Tennessee
Tech falling 23-7 to Jackson-
ville State.
This weekend, Murray State
is at MTSU and Tennessee
Tech travels to Western Ken-
tucky in OVC games while
Austin Peay plays at Jackson-
ville State, Eastern Kentucky
hosts California State-
Fullerton and Morehead plays
Tennessee Martin.
Reserve tailback Alvin
Miller scored two touchdowns
while reserve , quarterback
A Fighter
Affirmed Draws Praise
From Trainer After Victory
NEW YORK (AP) — 'Af-
firmed is like a professional
fighter," says trainer Lax
Barrera.
And like a good fighter dic-
tating the tempo of a bout, Af-
firmed dictated the tempo of
the $375,000 Jockey Club Gold
Cup Saturday at Belmont
Park He, and jockey Laffit
Pincay, ran their_ showndown




tennis team fell to 3-6 on the
season with a 7-2 loss to Ohio
Valley Conference foe Middle
Tennessee Saturday-.
Cherryl Rouse won at No. 4
singles for Murray, dispat-
ching of Diane Myers 6-3, 7-5,
The No. 3 doubles team of
Yvonna Utley and Becky
Jones knocked off ka)-
Wrather and Jennie Orr 6-1, 7-
6.
Murray travels to UT-
Martin Wednesday, then hosts
a quadrangular match with





Both Pincay and Shoemaker
aware they couldn't get
hooked in a speed duel and
then fall prey to Coastal,
Pincay gained the upper hand,
putting bid into the lead just
before entering the
backstretch.
The Shoe rode well, but so
did Pincay. He guided
Affirmed through the first half
mile in a speed-saving 49
seconds and completed three
quarters in 1:131-5 and the
mile in 1:371-5.
At the top of the stretch, just
after passing the quarter pole,
Coastal, ridden by Ruben Her-
nandez challenged strongly.
Pincay' thoughtCoast got even
with Affirmed but not ahead of
hi..
Coastal surrendered second
to the driving Spectacular Bid,
who charged to withing a half-
length of Affirmed with one-
eighth of a mile remaining.
At the wire, it was Affirmed
by three-quarters of a length
over Spectacular Bid, with
Coastal another three lengths
back and 31 lengths ahead of
Gallant Best, the only other
horse in the field.
Chris Isaac scored once and
threw for another in Eastern
Kentucky's win over hapless
MTSU, now 0-4. Eastern Ken-
tucky is 4-1.
Isaac threw an 11-yard
touchdown pass to David
Booze in the second quarter,
and scrambled 61 yards for a
third-quarter score. Miller
scored on runs of 12 and 1
yards.
Eastern Kentucky kicker
David Flores kicked seven ex-
tra points and connected on a
29-yard field goal in the second
quarter.
Isaac replaced quarterback
Bill Hughes, who went out of
the game in the second
quarter with a shoulder in-
jury. Miller started in place of
tailback Tony Braxton who,
like all-OVC fullback Dale
Patton, didn't suit up because
of an earlier injury.
M.TSU's Gerald Robinson
kicked a 28-yard field goal and
reserve quarterback Brown
Sanford connected with Henry
Bean for a 56-yard touchdown
play late in the game for the
only Blue Raider scoring.
Meanwhile, Bernard McIn-
tosh scored 'the lone touch-
down on 69-yard run day mid-
way through the fourth
quarter in lifting Morehead
State to a 7-0 win over Austin
Peay. The victory brought
Morehead to 3-1 overall rid 2-1
in OVC play, while Austin
Peay slipped to 2-3 overall and
0-3 in conference contests.
In Bowling Grien, Ky., Ed-
die Preston ran for one
touchdown and caught a
ut ouchdown pass to lead
Western Kentucky past Nor-
thern Michigan.
Preston capped a 73-yard
drive after the opening kickoff
when he bolted 25 yards on a
reverse. After Northern Mich.:
igan had drawn within 12-7
late in the opening period,
Preston scampered 31 yards
for a score after taking a pass
from John Hall. That recep-
tion tied a Western record of
20 for touchdown receptions
set by Porter Williams in 1973.
Barry Skaggs' 3-yard run
gave Western a 25-13 halftime
lead and Ricky Anderson add-
ed a 24-yard field goal in the
third period.
In Jacksonville, Ala., Jack-
sonville State's Wayne McCoy
ran for two 1-yard touchdowns
in the win over Tennessee
Tech.
Tennessee Tech 's lone score
came on a 1-yard plunge by
Kevin Tillman in the second
quarter.
Odlin Is 6th In Indiana
Inv; Murray Women Last
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — Murray State didn't figure in the
team standings, but Jerry Odlin did record a sixth-place
finish in the Indiana University Invitational cross country
meet Saturday.
Odlin ran the 10,000 meters course in 31:20.
Western Kentucky won the team title with 46 points. Other
Murray runners were Richard Charleston, 18th ,in 31:51,
Gary Ribbons, 25th in 32:03; and Danny McAslin, 131st in
37:27.
The. Women — Murray State's women finished last in the
nine-team women's field with 212 points. Purdue won the
event.
Wendy Slayton was the best Murray finisher, ninning the
5,000 meters in 19:59 for 30th place. Other Racer runners
were Diane Holmes, 32nd, 20:01; Cara O'Brien, 51st, 21:03;
Joan Migatz, 580, 21:39; and Wanda Darling, 61st, 72:39.
beaten ranks with a 44-31
-conquest; Tulane buried
Vanderbilt 42-14; and West
Virginia used a goalline stand
to stop Kentucky 10-6.
State's 2-0 mark leads
Alabama, Georgia and LSU —
all at 1-0 — in the SEC title
chase. Kentucky has yet to
open league warfare, and
every other team has lost at
least one game.
Among area independents,
No. 9 Florida State again
relied-on defense to record its
fifth straight victory this year,




Texas State 30-10; Florida
A&M trimmed Miami of
Florida 16-13; Ntcholls State
upended Northeast Louisiana
23-16; and Tennessee State
stopped Grambling 24-13 in a
game highlighted by David
Coleman's 97-yard in-
terception return. Memphis













Which includes salad bar,
choice of potato and hot bread
*Eas
Restaurant
, OPFN 4 NA
HIGHWAY 441
7S3-4141






AT YOUR CAR qi
* * * PARKER FORD INC4444444444444
(Front row) Mike Ryan, Jackie Kimbro. Monty POT, Nelson Waldrop, Rex Parker,
John Dowdy, (back row) Rayford Monty, Pat Watkins, R. L. Dowdy, Glen Barnett,
John Baker, John Hudson, Alton Collins, not pictured Donnie Birdsong.
Visit our Service Department before
Winter takes over. We'll see to it that
you're ready for the months ahead.
Motor Craft parts - installed by trained
technicians using factory-authorize!
tools and techniques - and our special





Seiiil stet* ttne-vp encledes astallesierr ci# ',wavy./ sprit phsge, inettectine
choke, tiorente Ritkoge sari plea wires end d4,-bvtor cap; adlestreent ef w-
hereto, end timing fowl slightly less, ',Rohn,' 1: iii0y wars.
4 Cyl. 6 Cyl, 8 Cyl.
$21" $2540 $2940






Check and oiliest caster, crititirit nod too loin., h„k4,1, ,q,pippod with
onecpluirson stria suspensions Domestic pottenoet opro stay.
Total Special Price is Described9 350
mot. 951411 mere
PARKER FORD INC.
 CLIP AND SAVE
Emmet For Freon End Upon*




%ad shag tvoro-op bichodes Instaftation of nortorcroft spark oleos. points & tow
&AM, boopectiou at dna*, 4,094 itatspe, spark pedrasamathottiborter. cap;
odbrot000nt if carburetor amid Peers sigh* less; kormolnes slightly were.
6 Cyl. 8 Cyl.
$3615 $39$5
Total Spade, Prke-Perts And tabor Any Applicable Taxes litre
PARKER FORD INC.










Offer ( 'owl Through Oct. 31. Coupon Must Be Presented With Work Order.
* * * * * * * * * * *  * * \ 
I



















If you wont to see a better looking you, look to the
professionals., licensed hairstylists. Today we're
better educated more involved and more
sophisticated than ever. Work with u$. Rely on us.
The results will be beautiful!
Judy Curd-Owner
Shere Porker-Owner
(..to1111, We 11% fiir id/ 4/14. /11,11.% in coloring-






St. Louis — October 7-13, 1979, has been designated
National Beauty Salon Week by the 71,000-member National
Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association NHCA i. The
nationwide celebration will emphasize the theme: "Today's
Hairdresser Is Better Than Ever." '
During the week, cosmetologists throughout the country
will be conducting activities to promote the cosmetology in-
dustry and to raise rinds for the NHCA Disaster Fund and
local charities.
NHCA, founded in 1921, is the official United Statesrepresentative in the Confederation Internationale de is Coif-fure, the worldwide organization of cosmetologyassociations.
Since the first beginnings of the Official Hair Fashion Com-mittee in 1929, NHCA has been creating trend-setting hair-styles for cosmetologists and consumers throughout theUnited States.





Put Your flair In Tip Top Shape...in a,




















We Salute All The Efficient Hairi
dressers In This Area, And
Congratulate Them On This Special
Occasion.
Leta's Beauty Salon
1600 Dos ton Ave
753_8282
We specialize in prescis ion hair cutting. See us about the new
syndrome look, the newest look. Call for an appointment
today.









Beverly Barnett—Nairstylist I Nanieurid
t
Brenda's
Glenda Roberts, June Roach,














'WY I A N ROOTER




Listed here is a ready
reference that will quickly
help you locate the












13. For Sale or Trade
14. Wont To Buy
IS. Articles For Sole
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners









27. Mobile Home Sole
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Wont To Rent
32 Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
31. Houses For Rent
35. Forms For Rent








11. Lots For Sole
15, Farms For Sale






52. Boots and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
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8, 10, 12 and 14, boys
clothes sizes 4. 5, 10,
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Rediator end Fleeter 
Service
We also .nstail auto 
gloss
753-1751












Let us pion your'par-
ty We re artists

























































Good 15 aluminum runabout
with 85 k ; Mercury outboard,
comes complete with trailer
canvas top, skis, ski rope, and
3 life jackets. Call 753-1916,
ask for Wes, between 7 aln.
& 3 p.m. $2,600.
- - -
Free Store 759-4600.
HebreWs 10 25 - Not forsaking
the assembling of ourselves
together as the manner of
some is. but exhorting one
another, and so much tte
more 3i ye see The - day -8B-
proachIng Sabbath worship
service Saturoav's 5 pm til 6
pm B.bie study 6 til 7 and 7
ti 8 even_ngs Study by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy All donations ap-
preciated Anyone having need
or woL, d like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
3'ore 759-4600 .














' News, Society and









5. Lost and Found
---
Lost WhIfe male Spitz, in
vicinity of Murray Lumber
Saturday Reward Call 492-
8806
FOUND
Set of Ford car keys,
-et' corner of 12th &
Vine, Sunda y,-tOct . 7.
Call 753-8485.




Stolen black and red Rampar
bicicle froth South 17th Street.
September th Pe,vardl Call
7 E. : 7116
6. Heti) Wanted -
kAotain D s needs morning
orep person immediately App-
in person between 1 and 4
No phone calls.
five men or women with own
transportation - light
delivery Apply in person after
12 Monday Oct 8th Number'
5 Divlieland Aopping Center
6. Help Wanted
Wanted Mechanic Apply in
Person at Paschall Truck Lines
see Walt An equal opportunity
employer
Wanted. 14 telephone recep-
tionists, no experience
necessary Both day and even-
ing work Hourly pay and
bonus Apply in person after 11
am. Monday. Oct 8th, Number
5 Dixieland Shopping Center 
Wanted lady for alterations




























Wanting to clean houses or of-
fices Call 521-1005 _
- - -
Will do babysitting in my
home daytime -for








be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before publica-
tion. Excluding
classified ads for Mon-
day. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
To have an ad
cancelled before
publication you will
need to contact us by 8
a.m. that morning in
order for it not to ap-
pear in that day's edi-
tion._
NOBOPeii PCL -E
CARPET OVER MY '&1E5
•
..01111
IN OLDEN TtME5, A BEAU T FUL WOMAN
NAMED HELOISE (AVEC, IN A GRtAT
CASTLE. QUEEN OF KOOANIA,
SHE WAS ALSO CALLE0




from 7 til pm W M Avery
Lumber Co Box 95 Puryear
TN 901-24- -761
Housekeeoe• anted. one day a
week Ca s3-0413 after 6
pm •
Manage"-' 'rainees needed
for grow I t food operation
Excellent ..;,...tirtunity for per-
sons lo." 'nr advancement
at bet+.0..-i -or future Posi-
tions Vlurray Mayfield
inc -'ions throughout
thP :nP • An equal oppor-
r..-, .er If interested





• work in modern
n•ta' Extellent salary
ancl program Contact'
Pero're Alice at Murray
.oty Hospital. Mur-
aY. 0, Y 502-753-5131 
Needec, perienced service
s!af:7.- t'tendant with
rner:11. . -r .nowledge. Apply
at _ycamore Service
811 Sy,,a- St
Need rr.;r route person.
good ,pod saiay Inquire
at By.-- ..-..aners 605 Main
-,arls please.
Need deliverer for
Padur.e ,n Must have
reliablp r•,-sportation Call
759-4r-r,r
Persrir -*---;ted in challeng-
ing lob office Must have
typing •--,and or speed-




to P 0 Box 32 R.
Murray 









Saile sio spe • -toed for com-











for qualified ambitious per-
sons who desire a rewarding
career and a chance for rapid
advancement in management
Benefits and professional train-
ing provided Write Oppor-
tunities P 0 Box 82. West





WE ARE SEEKING A
QUALIFIED PERSON To
HANDLE OUR PRODUCT
NO NEED TO TIE UP YOUR
CASH FOR STOCK. WE WII.1
STOCK FOR YOU CALL 21S




14. Want To BUI
Old post cards prefer pre-
1920 Call 753-3221 after 5
pm
Old wicker furniture, good or
repairable Call 753-3221 after
5  pm 
Paying $150 each for Kennedy
halves dated 1965 through
1969 90 per cent $8 527-
9139
Wanted to buy Go-cart
reasonable and in good shape
Phone 753-1818 after 5 pm
15. Articles For Sale  •
For sale two 15'' x 8'2'. unilug
rocket mags two P215-75R15
glass belted radial snow tires
almost new. two G60-14 Scat-
Trac white letter tires, two 15
inch ET mag wheels with like
new G70 Hercules Honcho 70
tires. like new, four GR7015
steel belted Goodyear tires,
mounted on Gran Prix factory,
Rally wheels, four Pontiac tat-
ty Rally wheels for full sue
car side pipes for Corvette
Phone 753-7391 
For sale Go-cart in good condi-
tion Call after 530 pm 492-
8263
King wood POrning stove with
thermostat. $100 Also a Poo-
dle puppy for sale 753-8133.
-Lock sets, polished brass or an-
tique brass. key in knob sets.-
$1 99. passage. $3 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
10" radial arm saw. Sears self




Var. dr., y exists in the office of the Calloway Co
un-
ty Omni court Clerk for a Judicial Clerk, Grade 12
( Deputy Circuit 
Clerk).




Salary ripen depending upon experience
. ,/-
Applicati9os will be accepted beginning 
Oct. 8,
1979, Dead line Oct. 15,1979
.
Persons who have 
submitted applications within
the last 4 months may call 





15. Articles For Sale
For sale snap on tools and tool
box good condition $500 or
best offer Call /536541 or
762-2401 _
Harrington-Richardson model
676, 22 caliber pistol Carport
10 ft wide 20 ft long Call
753-2927
16. Home Furnishints
For sale couch matching
chair, coffee table, good condi-
tion, excellent for apartment or
trailer $150 Call 753-5986
FOR SALE
Seven piece living room suite
including .3-cushioned, bloc',
vinyl couCh and matching cha •
with ottoman. typf fee table ano
matching end table 2 mat,
thing lamps. All in excelleur
condition $200 Call evening
-latter 4 gm.-243-0806_
GE Heavy duty portable
dishwasher like new avacado
$180 See at 80 Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. after 5 pm
Nice clean feather beds for
sale Call 492-8637 after 6 pm
Poster bed 34 also a roll-a-way
bed Call 435-4358
Round dining table with 6 mat-
ching chairs Call 753-7/55
after 4 30 pm
Reclining chair fireplace
screen 30x34 inches Call 753-
5278
Stainless steel sinks double
compartment 4 hole self rim-
ming $2999. $3999. and
$49 99 Wallin Hardware
Pats
Small refrigerator, black vinyl
recliner both used in good
condition  Phone 753-1851
Two feather beds two end
tables and coffee table Good
shape 492-8516
sales -opportunity yer roisce
items rugs, odd chests Cal
753-2765 after 530 pm
19:Tirm ElqUip_ment
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor completely equipped in
ducting monitor John Deere
21 disc John Deere model
7.000 planter with monitor.
13' John Deere chisel plow
John Deere 6 row cultivator.
John Deere 15 harrow John
Deere 6v16 plow John Deere
rotary hoe All equipment one
rear old and in brand new con
dition Phone 489-2141
Tractor batteries, 6 or 12 volt
3EH or 30H 2 year guarantee
your choice $4999 Exchange
Wallin Hardware Paris
Wheelbarrows $1999 $29 99







_411 fuel chimneys, triple wall
pipe 61 030- $18 99. 8 .x30' .
$2999 Installation kit 6'.
$27 99. 8- $41 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Aluminum extension ladders
14' $28 88. 16' $31 88 20..
$45 99, 28'. $70.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Bath tubs. 5 ft steel white
$64 99. Colors. $6999 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch for the following bar
sues 16" $10 25 20'
$11 99 24- $1499 Wallin
Hardware Paris
•
Mobile home roof coating. 5
gallon pail. $26 99 Wallin
'Hardware. Paris.
Over 800 rolls of wallpaper in
stock at Sherwin Williams
Southside Shopping Center.
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener Sharpens your chain
like a pro, $11.99 Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris.
SO. saws All with 74- cutting
blade. model 553. 529 99,
model 574. $34 99. model
559, $59.99. Wallin Hardware.
Parts.
Save op to 90 per cent on
ladies. mens, and childrens
fashions New and like new We
. sell for you and to you. Only
fine quality and current Styles
accepted. The Answer. . 1407
Main St . Benton, KY Open 6
days 10 til 5 pm. 
Seasoned firewood for sale,
$25 a riCk: 9 loot Locust fence
posts, 52.50. 489-2327. 
Wood for sale, $25 per rick for
hickory, oak, and ash Delivered
in Murray area only. Call-753-
0663- and ask forChrts Snider
24. Miscellaneous





Carkeratmr ea/ Timmy Service,
Complete Avis Repair
753-1751
209 S. 716 Street
the Poodle Shop professional











AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
Call 733-6331 ask for
Sarah
Stack 3 Mosbef's CB antenna
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now $75 492
:34
Wanted Responsible person to
take up payment on 19' color
warranted Also a used 25-
color t Claytons-J. & B Music
open til 6 pm 753 7575
27. Mobile Home Sales
1969, 121450 furnished
washer, dryer air conditioned
electrical box tie-downs
underpinned good condition
must sell immediately' Call
498-8271
-
1260 Richardson 2 bedroom,
air conditioned furnished and
Jnaerpinne-rr $1000
2430
1972 12160 Iwo bedroom with
central-au gas heat anchored
furnished with good house fur
niture washer and dryer Will
sell unfurnished or partially
Call 767-4123 after 330 pm
Will negotiate leaving town
Two bedroom 12050 located
in Rivena Courts winterized
underpinned and furnished
$2800 CAII,Bob Morris 759
1496 after 6 pm
1977 1400 Windsor mobile
home Call 436 2193
28. Mob. Home Rents
Two bedroom trailer private
lot washer and dryer referent
ed person only Water furnish-
ed Available October 15th
/530/25
29. Heating-Cooling
- - - -
Electric heaters 4000 watt 4
stack $35 n Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
For sale Franklin stove black
cast iron Call /53-8701
Wood heater automatic
deluxe cabinet brick lined
cast iron grates and doors 24
tire box S199 99 Two speed
automatic blower 549 99
Wallin Hardware Paris
31. Wantfio Rent
Would like to rent 3 or 4
bedroom house in Murray area
Dr 'Hayman 753-6642 or 901
247 3992
32. Apts.Tor Rent
Apartment for rent 9 months
remaining on lease 2
bedrOoms stove refrigerator,
dishwasher $200 per month
753-0934 after 4 pm
•For rent very nice 2 bedroom
unfurnished apartment conve-
nient to campus 753-7276
Small furnished apartment.
single only Inquire 100 So
13th
Three rooms bath and utility,.
furnished or unfurnished. Marl
shall county near Aurora Call
753-7472
Wood burning stove, modern
Ben Franklin. glass doors and
pipe Call 753-7292 after 5
Pm.  
3RoornsIbñt 
- Room for rent, kitchen
privileges. 753-8333. 
34. Houses For Rent
Iwo bedroom house near
Panorama Shores Call 436-
2266
Two bedroom house 641 Nor
th electric heat carpeted
family only Na pets $165
153-3942













Ideal r sr or ,o9 rlouse full of
furniture cars, antiques,
business overflows etc
Phone 753-7618 after 5 00
pm
37. Livestock-Supplies
For sale wheat straw. Call 489-
.-2697
Wheat straw .for bedding,
mulching. etc Call 753-3387_
38. Pets-SuppTies
For sale Doberman puppies
AKC Gleason Tennessee 901-
648-5424
Keeshond AKC registered ex
ceptionally beautifully puppies
Wormed and shots pedigreed
reasonably priced They come




Bloodhound and 3 registered
pups 4 months old For sale,
cheap' 753,3723 
Registered Walker Hounds, year
old, ready to hunt Call 436
5650
40:Produce
Sweet potatoes Centennial. for
sale $6 per bushel 1  mile oft
highway 94 at Pilot Oak. sign




Eskimo puppies 1972 Buick
LeSabre new motor, $350 or
best offer. Radial arm saw. us-
ed 4 hours. $100, skill saw and
electric drill, CB radio $30, an-
tique oak framed mirror. $85
Call 491-8615
43.  Reallitate  
A pa*-like setting's' Tree lined
streets quiet neighborhood
and a rustic A-frame All
waiting for you 3 bedrooms
arranged for complete privacy
spacioUs living room with
woodburning fireplace double
garage 2500 sq It Just
reduced"' Call 753-1492
now Offered by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
10 acres about six miles west
off highway 121 10 mile oice
building site. only $9000 Also
23 acres about six miles east
on black top. good building
site All in permanent pasture
fenced. smatl lake $25 000
Galloway Realty, .522 Main St
phone 753-5842
Brand new 2 bedroom. I bath
built-in appliances city water
and sewer nice size lot Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
Executive home 5 bedrooms, 3
baths family room Extras
galore in this energy saving
home Beautiful wooded lot
Heat pump, automatic roof




clad thermo doors, beautiful
kitchen cabinets, electric
garage door opener Shroat-
Waldrop Real Estate. , 759-
1707
For sale cleanup and body
shop Stadium View Drive Call




A local manufacturing concern has im-
mediate openings for Production Super-
visory Personnel, with experience in
machining and/or assembly operation.
This is a growing company offering out-
standing fringe benefits and salary. Send
confidential resume and salary
requirements to: Industrial Relations
Manager, P.O. Box 610, Paris, TN 38242.
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43. Real Estate  43. Real Estate
Choice building site ot over five
acres on Murray-Brandon Mill
Road near Hamlin KY and Ken
lucky lake Restricted to home
only. Slope facing south'
suitable tor solar energy type
home Priced at only $6250
Financing available John C
Neubauer Realtor 1111






Near Hazel, 2 bedroom
home, large kitchen,
separate dining, 2 acre
lot. This is a real
bargain at only
$12,9110. Don't wait ti
call.
Country Estate
New colonial home on
12 acres, so many
luxuries, so much
spaciousness, 11
rooms, 3 baths full
finished basement, 2
fireplaces. Owner will
consider trade for city
41‘ Call 753-8080
From the entrance foyer to the
tile patio, this home is built for
living Plush carpeting
throughout the living roan 3
bedrooms and spacious den
featuring a wood burning
fireplace with heatolator Only
one year old To see this quiet
spot in the country call Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724
For the greatest.- return on
money Invest in real
_estate We have a business op
portunity for you that will let
you build up equity receive an
income and provide a good tax
shelter Approximate monthly
income of $800 Call for more
information 753 -





to purchase your own





bedrooms, 2 baths, den
with fireplace, formal
dining, spacious kit-
chen, attached 2 car
garage and several
unique features which
do provide an unusual
home buying op-
portunity. Priced in
upper $60's. Call Kop-
perud Realty 753-1222
for all the information.
Great location! 204 South 4th
St Convenient to hospital, doc-
tors. town shopping and chur-
ches Living rbom, kitchen. 2
bedrooms, and. bath. Roof is
one year old Neat older home
Listed at $32.000 Shroat-
Waldrop Real Estate. 759-
1707
Purdom & Thurman




leave your cares behind when
you dose the double doors into
the toyer of this spotless 3
bedroom home. Outside you
can enjoy the nice redwood
deck and be assured of privacy
by the many rtrature, trees -in
the back yard Caff-Spann Real-







Walls. windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call day or night:
7S9-1176
sumenimin
Western Cedar, 4 bedroom, 1% bath home with
half basement. Conveniently located on large




Quality plus in this fine home
in Catitebury 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, living room, family room
with fireplace, and seperate
rec room Marble baths. Lee
and Monicello carpets. natural
wood paneling, central inter-
com and vacuum systems.
smoke and fire detectors. Too





water and sewer. Priced from
$3000 to $5000 Call Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451.
South 12th Street. .You can
find lots of property available
along 12th Street. but you
can't find a better than this
15.000 sq ft. lot including a 5
bedroom house priced in the
$40's. Greatest investment
potential in town! Check this
one by calling, Spann. Realty
Associates, 753-7724.
Three bedroom, IT? baths, liv-
.ng room kitchen and den, city
water and sewer, single garage
with concrete drive in
Westwood Subdivision For





home on large lot just






for an appointment to
view this choice
property. Priced in the
70's.
Three bedroom cedar cabin.
Panorama Shores, with
Franklin fireplace. Call Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451 
Three bedroom, 3 bath home,
den with fireplace, fenced in
yard. city school district. Call
Purdom &Thurman 753-4451.
Two bedroom house and three
acres on Buffalo-Sulphur Road
east New Concord. Priced at
only $13.000. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor. 1111










mobile home and a
single wide mobile
home. The double wide
has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, central gas heat
and central electric
air. Also large red-
wood deck, several out
buildings, fruit trees,
and strawberry patch.









This malies.house sense!!! For'
the active family who wants
really functional home, here'
an oPportunity...3 bedroom, 2
baths. • fully equipped kit
chen,..A good place to raise
family, Let us show you this 
hometoday...Call 1492...Of-
fered by. Century 21 Loretth
Jobs Realtors. 
44. Lots For Sale
Shaded Kentucky lake
180x200 corner lot in Deer-
wood Estates. 753-8705.
Two lots, 100x210 each,
Duiguid Drive, zoned R-4, city
water and sewer, $7500 each.
753-5744.
Wooded lot. 1.6 acres, 2 miles
out Concord road. City water,
zoned for home. $9000. Phone
753-8715 from 9 01 5. after 5
pm, 153-3428.
For sale- 4 bedroom brick,
2800 sq. ft.. 1107 Poplar





HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'













Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 500
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46. Homes For  Sale 
By owner: 2 bedroom home.
Call 437-4386.
House for sale by owner 3
bedroom, family room, formal
dining room, fireplace natural
gas. double lot. Only 15
minutes from campus. 753
3461 or 1'-443-9628. 
47. Motorcycles 
1979 Honda CX-500 Call after
5 pm 753-7252. 
1979 750 Special Yamaha.
3500 miles, extra nice. Call
759-4813. 
1973 SL-125 trail bike Ex-
cellent condition. Call after 4
pm 489-2677. 








209 S. 7th Street
Car batteries, 35 month
guarantee, 80 amp. $29.99, ex-
change. 60 month guarantee,
95 amp, 1.39.99, exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
49. Used ears 
1951 Chevy, 4-door, 210, 6
cylinder. ss, fair _ 9ddy, ex-
cellent tires,'goocr motor. Call
753-6429 after 5 pm. 
1977 Caprice Chevrolet, 4-door,
2-tone paint, all equipment.
20.000 miles, spare never us-
ed. Call 498-8739. 
1966 Chrysler Newport, 4-door,
black with red interior, needs
exhaust repair. Call 753-3268
after 5 pm.
Extra clean 1974 Chevrolet
Caprice, one owner. 753-1266
or 753-3943. 
1976 Ford Granada. good on
gas, low mileage. excellent
condition, must sell. 753-2677.
1979 Honda Accord LX, 5-
speed, factory air, power steer-
ing, $6,909. Call .753-2266. 
1979 Mercury Bobcat, air con-
ditioning, power steering.
13,000 miles. Call 474-2257. 
1971 Pinto. automatic, 4
cylinder, $250. 1972 El
Camino. Call 753-6837. 
1968 Plymouth Satellite 383.
excellent running condition.
Must sell. 753-2677.
1913 Thunderbird, has all the
extras plus a new set of tires.
$1350. PPone 1-354-6217,
Torino Cobra rare breed, 1971,
351 Cleveland. power steering,
air conditioned. new paint.
radials. 345-2159 after 5:30
Pm. `.
1979 Turbo-charged RS Mer-
cury Capri. Loaded with extras.
Very low mileage. Call 753-
1701 after 5 pm 
1971 VW Squareback, ex-
cellent condition good tires.
$1350. Call 759-4607 after 5
prn.
VW bug.' excellent condition
and gas mileage Call after 5
. pm, 753-2395. 
1974 Vega 
Hatchback,automatic, good condition.
good tires, $950 1975 Ford
Torin.o, automatic, power and
air, good condition, $1195. Call
489-2595. • 
1977 228 Camaro. white with
brown trim, tilt. AM-FM 8 track
tape. 435-4373 
50. Used 
Beat the gasoline rip-off. Own a
1979 Ford pickup converted to
low-cost L-P gas Factory new
conversion kit. Use either gas
or L-P. Truck still under war-
ranty. 753-8592. 
1977 Chevrolet two-ton truck,
low mileage with -or without
cattle bed. 527-1315 or 474-
8854.
1979 CI-5 Renegade, 'white
with blue strips. power steer-
ing: Positive track, lock out
hubs, pecfect condition.
$6950. 753-6802 or 753-7108.
1976 Chevrolet Scottsdale
pickup, automatic, power,
; ,42,000 miles, excellent condi-
tion. $2890. Call 489-2595,
50. Used Trucks 
C1-5, six cylinder 1975 model
$3000 Call 901-247-5123 
1973 Ford Ranchero good con-
dition. power and air. with top-
per, $1250. 1973 Chevrolet
Luv, 4-speed. $1450 Call 489-
2595. 
1968 Scout 4-wheel drive, V8
motor, in real good condition,
good gas mileage Glasstron
Carlson 16' runabout with 115




repair on all brands. Winter
storage available Hitches,
parts, and accessories. White's
Camper Sales. Highway 94
East, Murray, KY. 753-0605. 
16' Camper trailer for sale or
trade. for slide in pickup
camper. Call 753-7322. .
Overhead camper for long
wheel base truck, in good con-
dition. $600. Call 492-8515. 
52. Boats and Motors 
For sale. 1977 16 ft. Hydra-
Sport bass boat with 1977'150
hp Mercury motor. Call 489-
2195 after5 pm. 
1976 Fisher Marine water
rover. 25 hp motor, trolling
motor and trailer, excellent
condition. 81250. 759-1943.
18' Sailboat, selfrighting, un-







Bess's Mobile Plant Care Ser-
vice. Watering, fertilizing, pest
control. trouble. shooting,
repotting, propagation. Regular




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call-Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827.
Can't get those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry, pain-
ting, plumbing, aluminum
siding, patios, small concrete
jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
5 . celsiiffija7 53. Services Offered
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling framing
aluminum siding gutters and
roofing Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basementi. driveways.
walks, patios. steps tree
estimates. 753-5476. 
Carpet cleaning at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2714.
onY4 u need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343. 
For your chain link fencing
needs. contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1166. 
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs. 
For your home alterations,
repair. and remodeling, also
new homes and commercial,
call 753-6123.
For hire with operator: case
backhoe. light bulldozer, light
crane, 45' boom, aerial bucket
truck, 28'. Reasonable rates. 7
Day Building Systems (502)
474-2718. 
Uttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Have your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 pm.
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bins. Call Sears, 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Ken's Lawnmower and chain-
saw repair. 718 South 4th. Fast
service. 753-7400. 
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, will do plumbing,
heating and air conditioning.
Call 753-7203.




Frees end reigreent, Imes











rates. Call Ernest White 753-
0605. 
Roofing. Call 753-9620 
Termites. You spend thousands
of dollars for a home but never
think about termites - they
cause the most damage next to
fire Have your home treated
now! 753-3914. Kelley's Ter-
mite & Pest Control. 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over
33 years experience. Home
owned.
Will lay carpet. Free estimates.
Call 759-1823 after 5 pm.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel.










a Services Offered 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2 Box 409A Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night,
1-442-7026 
Will do housework Call 753-
0552 or 436-5331 
Will haul anything .Cleas
basements. WiU haul county
garbage Call 753-9685. •.>.
Will do hauling of any-kind, city
or county. Call 492-8704. 
Will do odd lobs carpentry.
roofing.-etc ..Call 753-5648 
56. Free Column 
Free kittens. Call 753-8265.
Free! 9 puppies should make
good squirrel dogs. Call 436-
5650 
Free full grown mate Pointer
Call 753-6204' 
Free! Six week old half Pointer.
half Afghan. wormed Call 153-
6204.
Free, male black and tan, part
Doberman. part Shepherd, had
shots, ear and tail clipped. Call
436-5380 after 5. days 753-
1362. 
57. Wanted
Student needs outside place to
keep German Shepherd. near .
campus. Is gentle but would:
act as deterant to prowlers,-
etc. Nice for person living
alone. Owner will care for daily





Special Edition With. with Trans-Am trim package
featuring Red stripes and Red Firebird.
Special features include: T-Top, Automatic in the
Floor with Console, P.S. and P.B., Air, Tilt Wheel,
Cruise Control, White Spoke Wheels, AM-FM Stereo/8
Track, Electric Windows, Steel Belted Radials, Raised
Letter Tires and Low Mileage. Looks New.
PARKER FORD INC.
701 Main - 753-5273
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and-garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How cay you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger 8, Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Oct. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for October you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale. t:
4.'What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The. Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
merimmegar-Aers. ier  •,••••i.







Mrs Clareue, Lois Crut-
cher t Morris . of Murray
Roaute .3, died Sunday ,at 8:15
u.m at her home. Her death at
the age of 72 was dtie to an
apparent heart attack.
The deceased was a
member of a Baptist Church
and was a retired machinist
(ruin the Calloway
Manufacturing Company.
Born Oct. 26, 1906, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Walter
Crutcher and Lillie English
Crutcher.
Mrs. Morris is survived by
her husband, Clarence. to.'
whom she was married on
June 17, 1923; one daughter,
Mrs. Mutt (Guynell)
Williams, Murray Route 3:
two sisters, Mrs. Mattie
Thomas, Murray Route 3, and
Mrs. Joe Code!! Parker,
Utica. Mich.; two brothers,
William N. Crutcher, Hazel,
and Clyde Crutcher, New Port
Richey, Flo.
She is also survived by three
granddaughters—Mrs. Bobby
(Brenda ) Campbell, Murray,
Mrs.. Richard (Sherry Sims
and Mrs. Neal , Donna)
Darling. Lexington; two great
grandchildren, Chip Campbell
and Austin Sims. . -
The funeral is scheduled at 2
p.m. Tuesday at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
soloist. Nephews will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the McCuiston Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Anna lodes Is Mother Of Murray
Dead At Age Of 90; Man, Mrs. Willett,
Funeral Is Tuesday Dies At Hospital
Mrs. Anna Cash Jones, 1407
Vine Street, Murray, died
today at 1:20 a.m. at the Long
Term Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 90 years of
age.
The deceased, wife of Steve
Jones who died Jan. 12, 1974,
was a membei of the Fredonia
Baptist Church. Born June 28,
1889, she was the daughter of
Ed Cash and liebecca Riggs
Cash.
Mrs. Jones is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Rufus
I Fannie) Atkins, Princeton,
and Mrs. Lee i Becky ) Travis,
1407 Vine street, Murray;
three grandchildren--Mrs.
Jerry Don I Carol) Neale,
Huntsville, Ala.. Barry
Travis; Murray, and Mrs.
Charles ( Margaret) Elder,
Princeton; five great gran-
dchildren—Michelle. Todd,
and Valerie Neale, and Jan
'and Elisha Elder.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating
and Mrs. Charles Elder in
charge of the music. Burial
willlollOw in the Fredonia
Cemetery in Caldwell County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
- today ( MondaV..
Dinosaurs ranged from the
size of a chicken to the
familiar giants that may havt
stood as tall as a five-story
building, according to
National Geographic.
I me— mom mow sow
1977 Chevrolet 1/2 Ton
Silverado Pick Up
Rust and tan, power steering and brakes,






=MIRA/ MOTORS MRS INRISSOM
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617










• 2 pieces of fish filet
• 2 hushpuppies












Mrs. Estella Willett, Fancy
Farm, mother of Samuel
Willett of Murray, died
Saturday at 8:20 p.m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. She was 72 years of
age and the widow of Wilford
Willett.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Sue Tacoma,
Louisville, and Miss Dora
Willett, Riverside, Calif.; five
sons, William, Frank, and
Charles, Mayfield Route 2, J.
0., North Hollywood, Calif.,
and Samuel, Murray; 17
grandchildren.
Also surviving, are four
sisters—Mrs. Cell • Goldrick
and Mrs. Loretta Burgess,
Fancy Farm, Mrs. Ophelia
Carrico, Mayfield Route 2,
and Mrs. Jean Robbins,
Worthington, Ohio; two
brothers, Sam Cash, Fancy
Farm, and William Cash,
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. -
Mrs. Willett was a member
of the St. Jerome Catholic
Church, Fancy Farm, where
funeral services are being
held today at 2 p.m with the
Rev. Walter Hancock of-
ficiating.
„Serving as pallbearers are
Clay, Ronnie, and Kevin
Willett,Larry Cash, John
Carrico, and Steve Robbins.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Roy M.




James ( Dood) Stroud of 415
South Eighth Street, Murray,
died today at 4:55 a.m. at the
Long Term Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 61 years of
age.
The Murray man was a U. S.
Army veteran of World War II
and was a member of the
Deward's Chapel ChuYch.
Born July 18, 1918, in Calloway
County, he was the son of /he
late Edd Stroud and Azzie
Dailey Stroud.
Mr. Stroud is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Virginia Butler
Stroud, to whom he was
married on May 4, 1946.; two
daughters, Mrs. Michael
(Shirley) McGuire, Columbus,
Ind., and Mrs. David (Rita)
Gargus, Buidengen, Ger-
many; one sister, Mrs. Allen
(Pauline) - McCoy, 1511
Sycamore Street, Murray;
one brother, Charles Stroud,
Paducah; three grand-
children—Mitzie and Jennifer
McGuire and Tara Gargus.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 11 a.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. William McKinney and
the Rev. Dwaine Baker of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gar-
dens
Friends may call at the.





Mrs. Juanita Williams died
Saturday at 11:12 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 50 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The Murray woman was a
resident of C-1 South Side
Manor, and was employed as
a waitress at Holiday Inn.
Born June 20, 1929, in Ten-
nessee, she was the daughter
of the late Jessie West and
Myrtle Cathey West.
Mrs. Williams is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Dean
(Karen) Alexander and Miss
Sharon Ann Williams, both of
Murray; two sons, Wayne
Goodwin and Jerry Goodwin,
Nashville, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Geneva Hill, California;
one granddaughter, Kimberly
Alexander.
Services were held today at
10 a.m. at the gravesite at the
Murray City Cemetery with
the Rev. Dr, Jetrell White
officiating.
Pallbearers were Dean
Alexander, Robert (Bob) Lee,
Wayne Goodwin, Charles
Dodd: Ricky Latimer, and
Charles Williams. The J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home was
in .charge of the
arrangements.
• DISPLAYING TROPHIES — members of the Murray High
School Tiger land display the trophies they earned in the
Fayette County Lion's Club annual marching band contest
Saturdav night. Ph
oto by Kaye Peebles
Stock Market





























Lyn Crysler, Murray Art
Guild member, will conduct a
workshop on "How To Get
, Started In Oil Painting" at the.
Murray Art Guild, 103 North
Sixth Street, Murray. on
Tuesday, Oct. 9, from I to 4
p.m. and on Wednesday (
10, from 6:30 to-9 p.m.
Mrs. Crysler will use
various mediums besides it,
covering palette knife
techniques as well She has
studied under various artists
in the Texas' area and at-
tended workshops to well-
known artists, a spokesman
said.
This will be a worksnop
where participants can iVork
along with the artist. The
workshop is open to the`public
with a charge of $5 for each
non-member and $1 for Guild
members. For information as
to supplies required. persons
may call Mrs. Crysler at 436-
5340 or;Mrs. Marcella Rua: at
753-0091.
Mrs. Crysler will also have
her work on display at the
-Bank of Fultonlulton. during
the month of NoVember
Ms. Joanne Myers
Dies Here Sunday
Ms. Joanne Myers. a
resident of 1413 Main Street,
Murray, and a' student at
Murray'State University. died
suddenly on Sunday.
The Murray student, 29,
collasped . near Owen's Food
Market and was taken to the
Murray-Ca Irma,' County
Hospital where she nas
pronounced dead on arrival
Tommy Walker, coroner for
Calloway County, said an
autopsy was performed and
death was due to natural
causes.
Ms. Myers is the daughter 4
Mrs. Annie G. Bonneau of
South Carolina.
The body is being returned
to Moncks Corner. S. C for
funeral and burial servil
The J. H. Churchill Fun,:




1978 Pontiac Trans Am
and several tools were
reported stolen following a
break-in at Linn's Body
Repair, 805 't Pogue Road,


























144B IV. A Cub and Boy Scout
Leaders' "Roundtable"
Meeting for the adults of the
"Chickasaw District will be
_held Tuesday, Oct. 9, at 7 p.m.
in the fellowship hall of the
First United Methodist
Church of Murray.
This meeting is for the
pure of providing current
information to leaders,
sharing ideas and for planning
future activities within the
units.
For- more information on
this or any scouting activity,
call Charles Clark of the Four





Two persons were treated
and released following a
three-car accident at 5:30 p.m.
Sunday on Highway 121 in
Graves County.
According to Kentucky
State Police reports, Oscar
Turnbow, Murray,. was
traveling north on 121. In
attempting to make a left turn
on Beech Grove Church Road,
he collided with Kri.sta Vance,
Murray. who was traveling
south on 121. After the cars hit,
the Turnbo* vehicle then
collided with a car driven by
Uel Kelton, Mayfield.
According to a spokesman
at the Muriay-Calloway
County Hospital; Vance and
Gary Evans were treated for
minor injuries and released.
Lions Club Meet
Scheduled Tuesday
The Murray Lions Club will
hold its regular meeting on
Tuesday. Oct. 9, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Prof. William Whitaker of
the Department. of
Engineering Technology,
Murray State University, will
present the program on the
topic of "Energy Con-
servation.':
Several new members will
also be officially installed. All
members are urged to attend
and to note the change in
meeting place, according to












and find out you CAN
be the thin person
you want to be!
, KENTUCKY




$10 to j(.Iin, then $5 wsekly thereafter.
%contracts to sign.
41, owtoi0 Ta••••••••• of *saw *stew's*
ooll10.1,006.4 eft( Woo., ,0141011 WATCMIISS INTIMMSOOMM.
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said. "Judgments have to be based on
Brown's showing in the primary, but
that was back in May."
George Joplin, editor of the Somerset
Commonwealth Journal and Springer
Hoskins, managing editor of the Corbin
Times-Tribune, both located in the
Republican 5th District, said _Nunn
would show well in their areas.
But Paducah Sun editor Jack Paxton
said he thinks Brown has the race wrap-
ped up, barring unforeseen cir-
cumgtances.
"I think the people just like him and
Like his approach," Paxton said. "Nunn
is seen as a little bit of the old style
politican that people are tired o'i. Brown
is at the right time with the right theme.
"ife is a goad salesman of himself as
bell as other things," Paxton said.
"Brown generates interest just by the
virtue that tie has flare. He has in-
terested people who are not really in-
terested in politics."
Janensch said that regardless of who
wins, he thinks a new page in Kentucky
political history has been turned.
"I think the primary was a turning
point in Kentucky politics," Janensch








The newesrfaaluon looks. Snorkels,
Vesta, Down Looks, Westerns, Bom-
bers. Nylon, Corduroy, Poplin.
Denim and Leatherlike PVC
matertals. Fall colors. Men's
XL, Reg. 10_99 To 479, Bane 4411,
Ref( 6 99 t° 125 All styks, angina
not in all stores
lung gowns and pa pirnas
Brushed Nylon in pretty pastels
with smocking or pruit trtrro
SO% Polyester 20% Acrylic Nylon
binding In a choice of colors
Washable
Heavy flannel in told plaids 2
Pockets and long tails Fall
colors. Sizes S-M-1.-Xl.
Asst. Acrylic knits in
stripes, solids Zipper fron-
ts Some pockets. Girls' 4-
fix, 7-14
Worm 4-0a. Parestor
Solid color, bi-tone and
In-lone styles in a 'elec-








(Yob sensatiorial fashions in light or
dark Teal tones Solids, plaids. stripes,
prints for *AI to put together in dressy or
casual combinations Belted picket and
skirt in • soft tweed, solid skirt, Jacket,
pants, and 4 tops in coordinated fabrics
All terrific
Ladies' Cotton Flannel Shirts
Bold plaids Barrel cuff long sleeves and breast pocket
Pick a bon-bon dish, celery
or pickle dish, candy bowl
or all 4
The Footed Oval Bowl
tong sleeve crew neck and car-
digan styles Fancy knits!
stripes and solid colors Sizes S.-
M I , XI.
Western styling with 4
pockets. Heavyweight, han-
dsome. Fall colors Sizes 29-
20
Great looking solids with pie-stitch or doubt
track contrast stitching. Permanent Press. Sizes
S-M-L-XL
3 Styles Rib waist, cuffs 90't
Acrylic 20% Nylon Solids Girls' 4-
IX, 7-14
Glove leather uppers Oil





atural with Red tops Fits
at 10-13
Regular or boot length
styles, all with hood& and
warm quilt linings Fake
fur, embroidered and
suede trims A trus of Biz
Fall colors Sizes 4-4X, 7-
14
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday
-
